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Finally, the practical relevance and bene�ts of this approach are illustrated throughextensive experiments.Keywords: Partial Deduction, Partial Evaluation, Program Transformation, LogicProgramming, Flow analysis, Supercompilation.CR Subject Classi�cation: I.2.2 [Arti�cial Intelligence]: Automatic Program-ming, D.1.2 [Programming Techniques]: Automatic Programming, I.2.3 [Arti-�cial Intelligence]: Deduction and Theorem Proving | logic programming, F.4.1[Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: Mathematical Logic | logicprogramming, D.1.6 [Programming Techniques]: Logic Programming.1 IntroductionA major concern in the specialisation of functional (see e.g. [8, 31, 67]) as well as logicprograms (see e.g [49, 35, 19, 57, 10]) has been the issue of control: How can the trans-formation process be guided in such a way that termination is guaranteed and results aresatisfactory?This problem has been tackled from two (until now) largely separate angles: theso-called o�-line versus on-line approaches. Partial evaluation of functional programs[8, 31] has mainly stressed the former, while supercompilation of functional [67, 68, 65]and partial deduction of logic programs [21, 64, 4, 6, 52, 54] have concentrated on on-linecontrol. (Some exceptions are [69, 56, 38, 33].)Basically, within the o�-line approach, an analysis phase (by hand and/or automati-cally), prior to the specialisation proper, provides annotations that guide the specialiserwhen it has to decide on control issues such as structure propagation, termination and theright amount of polyvariance. Separating out this part of control simpli�es considerablythe core specialisation program, thus often reducing the overall complexity of the trans-formation process. It also renders specialisation more readily amenable to self-application[32, 26] and the realisation of the well-known Futamura projections.Most specialisation research in logic programming has not been concerned with any-thing beyond the �rst Futamura (or specialiser [24]) projection. Self-application conse-quently being less of an issue, most specialisers for logic programs focus on (fully auto-matic) on-line control.1It is within this well established on-line control tradition that the present work pro-vides a novel and important contribution.In partial deduction of logic programs, one distinguishes two levels of control [19, 54]:the local and the global level. In a nutshell, the local level decides on how SLD(NF)-trees for individual atoms should be built. The (branches of the) resulting trees allow toconstruct specialised clauses for the given atoms [49, 3]. At the global level on the otherhand, one typically attends to the overall correctness of the resulting program (satisfyingthe closedness condition in [49]) and strives to achieve the \right" amount of polyvariance,producing su�ciently many (but not too much) specialised versions for each predicatede�nition in the original program. At both levels, in the context of providing a fully1There may be other reasons involved, such as the occurrence of partially instantiated data structuresboth at partial deduction and at run time, and the uni�cation based data propagation (as opposed toconstant based in partial evaluation of functional programs), but a detailed analysis of these and relatedaspects is beyond the scope of this paper. 2



automatic tool, termination is obviously also of prime importance.Gallagher in [19] writes that providing adequate global control seems much harderthan handling the local level. So, in this paper, it is to the latter, global, level thatwe turn our attention. The concept of characteristic trees has been advocated as asuitable and re�ned basis for the global control of partial deduction by Gallagher andBruynooghe in [21, 18]. The main idea is, instead of using the syntactic structure todecide upon polyvariance, to examine the specialisation behaviour of the atoms to bespecialised: only if this behaviour is su�ciently di�erent from one atom to the othershould di�erent specialised versions be generated. However, the approaches based oncharacteristic trees have been, up to now, ridden by two major problems. First theapproaches failed to preserve the characteristic trees upon generalisation (which is neededto ensure termination). In other words two atoms with identical specialisation behaviourmay be replaced in the generalisation process by an atom with a completely di�erentspecialisation behaviour. This may lead to signi�cant losses in specialisation, as well as toproblems for the termination of the partial deduction process. Secondly, the characteristictrees have always been limited by some ad hoc depth bound, possibly leading to veryundesirable specialisation results (as we will show later in the paper).In the present paper, we endeavour to solve these two problems. After presentingsome required background about partial deduction and characteristic trees in Section 2,we solve the �rst problem in Section 3 by developing the ecological partial deductionprinciple, ensuring the preservation of characteristic trees. In Section 4 we then solve thesecond problem, blending (a slightly adapted version of) the general framework in [54]with the framework developed in Section 3. We thus obtain an elegant, sophisticated andprecise apparatus for on-line global control of partial deduction. Extensive benchmarks,illustrating the practical bene�ts of this approach, as well as some discussions, can befound in Section 5, while . Section 6 subsequently concludes the paper.Finally, we would like to mention that part of the material in this paper was presentedin a somewhat preliminary form in two earlier workshop papers:� [39] describes how to impose characteristic trees and perform set-based partial de-duction with characteristic atoms,� while [45] elaborates the former approach into one using global trees, and thus notrequiring any depth bound.2 Preliminaries and MotivationsThroughout this paper, we suppose familiarity with basic notions in logic programming[48] and partial deduction [49]. Notational conventions are standard and self-evident.In particular, in programs, we denote variables through strings starting with (or usuallyjust consisting of) an upper-case symbol, while the notations of constants, functions andpredicates begin with a lower-case character. Unless stated explicitly otherwise, the terms\(logic) program" and \goal" will refer to a normal logic program and goal, respectively.As common in partial deduction, the notion of SLDNF-trees is extended to also allowincomplete SLDNF-trees which, in addition to success and failure leaves, may also containleaves where no literal has been selected for a further derivation step. Leaves of the latterkind will be called dangling [52]. 3



2.1 Partial DeductionIn contrast to (full) evaluation, a partial evaluator is given a program P along with a partof its input, called the static input. The remaining part of the input, called the dynamicinput will only be known or given at some later point in time. Given the static input S,the partial evaluator then produces a specialised version PS of P which, when given thedynamic input D, produces the same output as the original program P .In the context of logic programming, full input to a program P consists of a goal G andevaluation corresponds to constructing a complete SLDNF-tree for P [ fGg. The partialinput, that a partial evaluator is given, then takes the form of a partially instantiatedgoal G0. One often uses the term partial deduction to refer to partial evaluation of purelogic programs (see [35]), a convention we will adhere to in this paper. So, given this goalG0 and the original program P , partial deduction then produces a new program P 0 whichis P \specialised" to the goal G0: P 0 can be called for all instances of G0, producing thesame output as P , but often much more e�ciently.In order to avoid constructing in�nite SLDNF-trees for partially instantiated goals,partial deduction is based on constructing �nite, but possibly incomplete SLDNF-treesfor a set of atoms A. The derivation steps in these SLDNF-trees correspond to thecomputation steps which have been performed beforehand by the partial deducer and theclauses of the specialised program are then extracted from these trees by constructing onespecialised clause per branch. The incomplete SLDNF-trees are obtained by applying anunfolding rule, de�ned as follows:De�nition 2.1 An unfolding rule U is a function which, given a program P and a goalG, returns a �nite and possibly incomplete SLDNF-tree for P [ fGg.For reasons to be clari�ed later, De�nition 2.1 is so general as to even allow a trivialSLDNF-tree, i.e. one whose root is a dangling leaf.The resulting specialised clauses are extracted from the incomplete SLDNF-trees inthe following manner:De�nition 2.2 Let P be a program and A an atom. Let � be a �nite, incomplete andnon-trivial2 SLDNF-tree for P [ f Ag. Let  G1; : : : ; Gn be the goals in the (non-root) leaves of the non-failing branches of � . Let �1; : : : ; �n be the computed answers ofthe derivations from  A to  G1; : : : ; Gn respectively. Then the set of resultantsresultants(�) is de�ned to be fA�1  G1; : : : ; A�n  Gng.Partial deduction, as de�ned e.g. in [49, 3], uses the resultants for a given set ofatoms A to construct the specialised program and for each atom in A a di�erent spe-cialised predicate de�nition is generated, replacing the original de�nition in P . Underthe conditions stated in [49], namely closedness and independence, correctness of the spe-cialised program is guaranteed. Independence requires that no two atoms in A have acommon instance. This ensures that no two specialised predicate de�nitions match thesame (run-time) call. Usually this condition is satis�ed by performing a renaming of theatoms in A, see [20, 2]. Closedness (as well as the related notion of coveredness in [3])basically requires that every atom in the body of a resultant is matched by a specialised2To avoid the problematic resultant A A. 4



predicate de�nition. This guarantees that A forms a complete description of all possiblecomputations that can occur at run-time of the specialised program.The main practical di�culty of partial deduction is the control of polyvariance prob-lem, which boils down to �nding a terminating procedure to produce a �nite set of atomsA which satis�es the above correctness conditions while at the same time providing asmuch potential for specialisation as possible.2.2 AbstractionTermination is usually obtained by using a suitable abstraction operator, de�ned as fol-lows:De�nition 2.3 Let A and A0 be sets of atoms. Then A0 is an abstraction of A i� everyatom in A is an instance of an atom in A0. An abstraction operator is an operator whichmaps every �nite set of atoms to a �nite abstraction of it.The following generic scheme, based on a similar one in [18, 19], describes the basiclayout of practically all algorithms for controlling partial deduction.Algorithm 2.4Input: A program P and a goal GOutput: A specialised program P 0Initialise: i = 0 , Ai = fA j A is an atom in G grepeatfor each Ak 2 Ai, compute a �nite SLDNF-tree �k for P [ f Akg by applying anunfolding rule U ;let A0i := Ai[ fBljBl is an atom in a leaf of some tree �k, such thatBl is not an instance (respectively variant) of any Aj 2 Aig ;let Ai+1 := abstract(A0i) where abstract is an abstraction operatoruntil Ai+1 = AiApply a renaming transformation to Ai to ensure independence and then construct P 0by taking resultants.In itself the use of an abstraction operator does not yet guarantee global termination.But if the above algorithm terminates then independence and coveredness are ensured.With this observation we can reformulate the control of polyvariance problem as one of�nding an abstraction operator which maximises specialisation while ensuring termina-tion.The abstraction operator examines the set of atoms to be partially deduced and thendecides which of the atoms should be abstracted and which ones should be left unmodi-�ed. A very simple abstraction operator, which ensures termination, can be obtained byimposing a �nite maximum number of atoms in Ai and using the most speci�c generali-sation (msg)3 to stick to that maximum. This approach is however quite unsatisfactory.First it involves an ad hoc maximum number, which might lead to either too much ortoo little polyvariance, depending on the context. Secondly, the msg is just based on thesyntactic structure of the atoms to be specialised. This is generally not such a good idea.Indeed, two atoms can be unfolded and specialised in a very similar way in the context3Also known as anti-uni�cation or least general generalisation, see for instance [37].5



of one program P1, while in the context of another program P2 their specialisation be-haviour can be drastically di�erent. The syntactic structure of the two atoms is of courseuna�ected by the particular context and an operator like the msg will perform exactlythe same abstraction within P1 and P2, although vastly di�erent generalisations mightbe called for.A better candidate for an abstraction might be to examine the �nite (possibly in-complete) SLDNF-tree generated for these atoms. These trees capture (to some depth)how the atoms behave computationally in the context of the respective programs. Theyalso capture (part of) the specialisation that has been performed on these atoms. Anabstraction operator which takes these trees into account will notice their similar be-haviour in the context of P1 and their dissimilar behaviour within P2, and can thereforetake appropriate actions in the form of di�erent generalisations. The following exampleillustrates these points.Example 2.5 Let P be the append program:(1) append([]; Z; Z) (2) append([H jX ]; Y; [H jZ]) append(X; Y; Z)Note that we have added clause numbers, which we will henceforth take the liberty toincorporate into illustrations of SLD-trees, in order to clarify which clauses have beenresolved with. To avoid clutter, we will drop the substitutions in such �gures.Let A = fB;Cg be a (dependent) set of atoms, where B = append([a]; X; Y ) andC = append(X; [a]; Y ). Typically a partial deducer will unfold the two atoms of A inthe way depicted in Figure 1, returning the �nite SLD-trees �B and �C . These twotrees, as well as the associated resultants, have a very di�erent structure. The atomappend([a]; X; Y ) has been fully unfolded and we obtain for resultants(�B) the singlefact: append([a]; X; [ajX]) while for append(X; [a]; Y ) we obtain the following recursive set of clauses resultants(�C):append([]; [a]; [a]) append([H jX ]; [a]; [H jZ]) append(X; [a]; Z)So, in this case, it is vital to keep separate specialised versions for B and C and notabstract them by e.g. their msg.However, it is very easy to come up with another context in which B and C are almostindiscernible. Take for instance the following program P � in which append no longerappends two lists but �nds common elements at common positions:(1�) append�([X jTX]; [X jTY ]; [X ]) (2�) append�([X jTX]; [Y jTY ]; E) append�(TX ; TY ; E)The associated �nite SLD-trees ��B and ��C , depicted in Figure 2, are now almost fullyidentical. In that case, it is not useful to keep di�erent specialised versions for B and Cbecause the following single set of specialised clauses could be used for B and C withoutspecialisation loss: 6



append�([ajT1]; [ajT2]; [a]) This illustrates that the syntactic structures of B and C alone provide insu�cient infor-mation for a satisfactory control of polyvariance and that a re�ned abstraction operatorshould also take the associated SLD(NF)-trees into consideration.���	 @@@R@@@R���	 append([a]; X; Y )  append(X; [a]; Y )2  append(X 0; [a]; Y 0)(1) (2) append([]; X; Y 0)2(1) (2)Figure 1: SLD-trees �B and �C for Example 2.5���	 @@@R���	 @@@R2 append�([a]; X; Y )  append�(X; [a]; Y )2  append�(TX ; []; E)(1�) (2�) append�([]; TX; E)fail fail(1�) (2�)Figure 2: SLD-trees ��B and ��C for Example 2.52.3 Characteristic Paths and TreesAbove we have illustrated the interest of examining the (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-trees generated for the atoms to be partially deduced and e.g. only abstract two (or more)atoms if their associated trees are \similar enough". A crucial question is of course whichpart of these SLDNF-trees should be taken into account to decide upon similarity. If wetake everything into account, i.e. only abstract two atoms if their associated trees areidentical, this amounts to performing no abstraction at all. So an abstraction operatorshould focus on the \essential" structure of an SLDNF-tree and for instance disregard theparticular substitutions and goals within the tree. The following two de�nitions, adaptedfrom [18], do just that: they characterise the essential structure of SLDNF-derivationsand trees.De�nition 2.6 Let G0 be a goal and let P be a normal program whose clauses arenumbered. Let G0; : : : ; Gn be the goals of a �nite, possibly incomplete SLDNF-derivationD of P[fG0g. The characteristic path of the derivation D is the sequence hl0�c0; : : : ; ln�1�cn�1i, where li is the position of the selected literal in Gi, and ci is de�ned as:� if the selected literal is an atom, then ci is the number of the clause chosen toresolve with Gi. 7



� if the selected literal is :p(�t), then ci is the predicate p.The set containing the characteristic paths of all possible �nite SLDNF-derivations forP [ fG0g will be denoted by chpaths(P;G0).For example, the characteristic path of the derivation associated with the only branchof the SLD-tree �B in Figure 1 is h1 � 2; 1 � 1i.Recall that an SLDNF-derivation D can be either failed, incomplete, successful orin�nite. As we will see below, characteristic paths will only be used to characterise �niteand non-failing derivations of atomic goals, corresponding to the atoms to be partiallydeduced. Still, one might wonder why a characteristic path does not contain informationon whether the associated derivation is successful or incomplete. Fortunately, in thecontext of �nite, non-failing derivations of atomic goals, the information about whetherthe derivation associated with a characteristic path is incomplete or successful is alreadyimplicitly present and no further precision would be gained by adding it. This is provenin [41]. Also, once the top-level goal is known, the characteristic path is su�cient toreconstruct all the intermediate goals as well as the �nal one.Now that we have characterised derivations, we can characterise goals by characteris-ing the derivations of their associated �nite SLDNF-trees.De�nition 2.7 Let G be a goal and P a normal program and � be a �nite SLDNF-treefor P [ fGg. Then the characteristic tree �̂ of � is the set containing the characteristicpaths of the non-failing SLDNF-derivations associated with the branches of � . �̂ is calleda characteristic tree i� it is the characteristic tree of some �nite SLDNF-tree.Let U be an unfolding rule such that U(P;G) = � . Then �̂ is also called the charac-teristic tree of G (in P ) via U . We introduce the notation chtree(G;P; U) = �̂ . We alsosay that �̂ is a characteristic tree of G (in P ) if it is the characteristic tree of G (in P )via some unfolding rule U .Note that the characteristic path of an empty derivation is the empty path hi, andthe characteristic tree of a trivial SLDNF-tree is fhig.Although a characteristic tree only contains a collection of characteristic paths, theactual tree structure can be reconstructed without ambiguity. The \glue" is provided bythe clause numbers inside the characteristic paths (branching in the tree is indicated bydi�ering clause numbers).Example 2.8 The characteristic trees of the �nite SLD-trees �B and �C in Figure 1 arefh1 � 1; 1 � 2ig and fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2ig respectively.The characteristic trees of the �nite SLD-trees ��B and ��C in Figure 2 are both fh1�1�ig.The following observation underlines the interest of characteristic trees in the contextof partial deduction. Indeed, the characteristic tree of an atom A explicitly or implicitlycaptures the following important aspects of specialisation:� the branches that have been pruned through the unfolding process (namely thosethat are absent from the characteristic tree).� how deep  A has been unfolded and which literals and clauses have been resolvedwith each other in that process. This captures the computation steps that havealready been performed at partial deduction time.8



� the number of clauses in the resultants of A (namely one per characteristic path)and also (implicitly) which predicates are called in the bodies of the resultants.An aspect that is not explicitly captured by the characteristic tree �A is how the atomsin the leaves of the associated SLDNF-tree are further specialised.By examining only the non-failing branches we do not capture how exactly somebranches were pruned. The following example illustrates why this is adequate and evenbene�cial.Example 2.9 Let P be the following program:(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )Let A1 = member(a; [a; b]) and A2 = member(a; [a]). Suppose that A1; A2 are unfolded asdepicted in Figure 3. Then both these atoms have the same characteristic tree � = fh1�1igalthough the associated SLDNF-trees di�er by the structure of their failing branches.However, this is of no relevance, because the failing branches do not materialise withinthe resultants (i.e. the specialised code generated for the atoms) and furthermore thesingle resultant member(a; [ajT ]) could be used for both A1 and A2 without loosingany specialisation. @@@R���	@@@R���	 ?(2)(1) member(a; [a])2  member(a; [])(2)(1) fail  member(a; [a; b])2  member(a; [b]) member(a; [])(2)failFigure 3: SLD-trees for Example 2.9In summary, characteristic trees seem to be an almost ideal vehicle for a re�ned controlof polyvariance [21, 18], a fact we will try to exploit in the following.2.4 An Abstraction Operator using Characteristic TreesThe following de�nition captures a �rst attempt at using characteristic trees for thecontrol of polyvariance.De�nition 2.10 Let P be a normal program, U an unfolding rule and S a set of atoms.For every characteristic tree � , let S� be de�ned as S� = fA j A 2 S ^ chtree( A; P; U) = �g. The abstraction operator chabsP;U is then de�ned as: chabsP;U(S) =[�fmsg(S�)g.Unfortunately, although for a lot of practical cases chabsP;U performs quite well, itdoes not always preserve the characteristic trees, entailing a sometimes quite severe lossof precision and specialisation.We �rst illustrate the possible specialisation losses in the following example.9



Example 2.11Let us specialise the program of Example 2.9 for G =  member(a; [a; b]);member(a; [a]) using Algorithm 2.4. We start with the set A0 = fmember(a; [a; b]);member(a; [a])g. Let us suppose that the unfolding rule U unfolds as depicted in Fig-ure 3. For both atoms the associated characteristic tree is � = fh1 � 1ig and there areno atoms in the leaves. We now apply the abstraction operator: A1 = chabsP;U(A0) =fmember(a; [ajT ])g (the msg has been calculated). Unfortunately, the general atom hasa di�erent characteristic tree � 0, no matter how U unfolds member(a; [ajT ]). Taking forinstance a determinate unfolding rule U (with lookahead), we obtain � 0 = fh1�1i; h1�2ig.This loss of precision leads to sub-optimal specialised programs. At the next step ofthe algorithm the atom member(a; T ) will be added to A1. This atom also has the char-acteristic tree � 0 under U . Hence the �nal set A0 equals fmember(a; L)g (containing themsg of member(a; [ajT ]) and member(a; T )g), and we obtain the following specialisation,sub-optimal for  member(a; [a; b]); member(a; [a]):(1') member(a; [ajT ]) (2') member(a; [X jT ]) member(a; T )So, although partial deduction was able to �gure out that member(a; [a; b]) as wellas member(a; [a]) have only one non-failing resolvent and are determinate, this infor-mation has been lost due to an imprecision of the abstraction operator, leading toa sub-optimal residual program in which the determinacy is not explicit (and redun-dant computation steps occur at run-time). Note that a \perfect" program for  member(a; [a; b]); member(a; [a]) would just consist of clause (1').As shown in [41], these losses of precision can also lead to non-termination of thepartial deduction process, further illustrating the importance of preserving characteristictrees upon generalisation. Also note that the abstraction operators presented in [21] and[18] basically behave like the operator chabsP;U and encounter exactly the same problems(see [41] for more details). If however we manage to keep precision, we will obtain anabstraction operator for partial deduction with optimal local precision (in the sense thatall the local specialisation achieved by the unfolding rule is preserved by the abstraction)and which guarantees termination. This quest is pursued in Section 3.3 Partial Deduction with Characteristic AtomsIn the previous section we have dwelled upon the appeal of characteristic trees for control-ling polyvariance, but we have also touched upon the di�culty of preserving characteristictrees in the abstraction process as well as the ensuing problems concerning terminationand precision. In this section, we present an elegant solution to this entanglement. Itsbasic idea is to simply impose characteristic trees on the generalised atoms. This amountsto associating characteristic trees with the atoms to be specialised, allowing the preser-vation of characteristic trees in a straightforward way and circumventing the need forintricate generalisations.3.1 Characteristic AtomsWe �rst introduce the crucial notion of a characteristic atom, which associates a charac-teristic tree with an atom. 10



De�nition 3.1 A characteristic atom is a couple (A; �) consisting of an atom A and acharacteristic tree � .Note that � is not required to be a characteristic tree of  A in the context of theparticular program P under consideration.Example 3.2 Let � = fh1�1ig be a characteristic tree. Then CA1 = (member(a; [a; b]); �)and CA2 = (member(a; [a]); �) are characteristic atoms. CA3 = (member(a; [ajT ]); �) isalso a characteristic atom, but e.g. in the context of the member program P from Ex-ample 2.9, � is not a characteristic tree of its atom component member(a; [ajT ]) (cf.Example 2.11). Intuitively such a situation corresponds to imposing the characteristictree � on the atom member(a; [ajT ]). Indeed, as we will see later, CA3 can be seen as aprecise generalisation (in P ) of the atoms member(a; [a; b]) and member(a; [a]), solvingthe problem of Example 2.11.A characteristic atom will be used to represent a possibly in�nite set of atoms, calledits concretisations. This is nothing really new: in standard partial deduction, an atomA also represents a possibly in�nite set of concrete atoms, namely its instances. Thecharacteristic tree component of a characteristic atom will just act as a constraint on theinstances, i.e. keeping only those instances which have a particular characteristic tree.This is captured by the following de�nition.De�nition 3.3 Let (A; �A) be a characteristic atom and P a program. An atom B is aprecise concretisation of (A; �A) (in P ) i� B is an instance of A and, for some unfoldingrule U , chtree( B; P; U) = �A. An atom is a concretisation of (A; �A) (in P ) i� it is aninstance of a precise concretisation of (A; �A) (in P ).We denote the set of concretisations of (A; �A) in P by P (A; �A).A characteristic atom thus represents a (possibly in�nite) set of atoms, namely itsconcretisations according to the above de�nition. A characteristic atom with a non-empty set of concretisations in P will be called well-formed in P or a P -characteristicatom. We will from now on usually restrict our attention to P -characteristic atoms. Inparticular, the partial deduction algorithm presented later on in Section 3.4 will produceP -characteristic atoms (and the associated partial deduction), where P is the originalprogram to be specialised.Example 3.4 Take the characteristic atom CA3 = (member(a; [ajT ]); �) with � = fh1 �1ig from Example 3.2 and take the member program P from Example 2.9. The atomsmember(a; [a]) and member(a; [a; b]) are precise concretisations of CA3 in P (under theunfolding rule of Figure 3). Also, neither member(a; [ajT ]) nor member(a; [a; a]) areconcretisations of CA3 in P .Finally note that CA3 is a P -characteristic atom while (member(a; [ajT ]); fh2 � 5ig oreven (member(a; [ajT ]); fh1 � 2ig are not.Example 3.5 Let P be the following simple program:(1) p(a; Y ) (2) p(X; Y ) :q(Y ); q(X)(3) q(b) 11



Let � = fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2; 1 � q; 1� 3ig and CA = (p(X; Y ); �). Then p(X; a) and p(X; c) areprecise concretisations of CA in P and neither p(b; b), p(X; b), p(a; Y ) nor p(X; Y ) areconcretisations of CA in P . Also p(b; a) and p(a; a) are both concretisations of CA in P ,but they are not precise concretisations. Note that the selection of the negative literal:q(Y ), corresponding to 1�q in � , is unsafe for p(X; Y ), but that for any concretisationof CA the corresponding derivation step is safe and succeeds (i.e. the negative literal isground and succeeds).Note that by de�nition, the set of concretisations associated with a characteristicatom is downwards closed (or closed under substitution). This observation justi�es thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 3.6 We will call a P -characteristic atom (A; �A) which has A as one of itsconcretisations (in P ) unconstrained (in P ).The concretisations of an unconstrained characteristic atom (A; �A) are identical tothe instances of the ordinary atom A (because the concretisations are downwards closedand P (A; �) contains no atom strictly more general than A). In still other words, charac-teristic atoms along with De�nition 3.3 provide a proper generalisation of the way atomsare used in the standard partial deduction approach.3.2 Generating ResultantsWe will now address the generation of resultants for characteristic atoms. The simplestapproach is just to unfold the atom A of a characteristic atom (A; �) precisely as indicatedby � . As illustrated in Example 3.5 above, the only complication is that this mightlead to the selection of non-ground negative literals. This will not turn out to be aproblem however, because, as we will prove later, the corresponding derivations for anyconcretisation of (A; �) will be safe and the selected negative literals will succeed.We need the following de�nition in order to formalise the resultants associated witha characteristic atom.De�nition 3.7 A generalised SLDNF-derivation is either composed of SLDNF-derivationsteps or of derivation steps in which a non-ground negative literal is selected and removed.Generalised SLDNF-derivations containing steps of the latter kind will be called unsafe.Most of the de�nitions for ordinary SLDNF-derivations, like the associated character-istic path and resultant, carry over to generalised derivations.We �rst de�ne a set of possibly unsafe generalised SLDNF-derivations associated witha characteristic atom:De�nition 3.8 Let P be a program and (A; �) a P -characteristic atom. If � 6= fhigthen �P (A; �) is the set of all generalised SLDNF-derivations for P [ f Ag such thattheir characteristic paths are in � . If � = fhig then �P (A; �) is the set of all non-failingSLD-derivations for P [ f Ag of length 1.44Just like in standard partial deduction, we want to construct only non-trivial SLDNF-trees for P [f Ag to avoid the problematic resultant A A. 12



Note that the derivations in �P (A; �) are necessarily �nite and non-failing. See alsoLemma 3.22.We will call a P -characteristic atom (A; �) safe (in P ) i� all derivations in �P (A; �)are safe. Note that an unconstrained characteristic atom in P is also inevitably safe in P(because A must be a precise concretisation of (A; �) we have that � is a characteristictree of  A and thus all derivations in �P (A; �) are ordinary SLDNF-derivations andtherefore safe).Based on the de�nition of �P (A; �), we can now de�ne the resultants, and hence thepartial deduction, associated with characteristic atoms:De�nition 3.9 Let P be a program and (A; �) a P -characteristic atom. Let f�1; : : : ; �ngbe the generalised SLDNF-derivations in �P (A; �) and let G1; : : : ; Gn be the goals inthe leaves of these derivations. Let �1; : : : ; �n be the computed answers of the derivationsfrom  A to  G1; : : : ; Gn respectively. Then the set of resultants fA�1  G1; : : : ;A�n  Gng is called the partial deduction of (A; �) in P .Every atom occurring in some of the Gi will be called a body atom (in P ) of (A; �). Wewill denote the set of such body atoms by BAP (A; �).Example 3.10 The partial deduction of (member(a; [ajT ]); fh1�1ig) in the program P ofExample 2.9 is fmember(a; [ajT ]) g. Note that it is di�erent from any set of resultantsthat can be obtained for the ordinary atom member(a; [ajT ]). However, as we will provebelow, the partial deduction is correct for any concretisation (as de�ned in De�nition 3.3)of (member(a; [ajT ]); fh1 � 1ig).Example 3.11 The partial deduction P 0 of (p(X; Y ); �) with � = fh1�1i; h1�2; 1�q; 1�3igof Example 3.5 is(1') p(a; Y ) (2') p(b; Y ) Note that using P 0 instead of P is correct for e.g. the concretisations p(b; a) or p(X; a) of(p(X; Y ); �) but not for e.g. p(b; b) or p(X; b) which are not concretisations of (p(X; Y ); �).We now generate partial deductions not for sets of atoms, but for sets of characteristicatoms. As such, a same atom A might occur in several characteristic atoms but withdi�erent associated characteristic trees. This means that renaming as a way to ensureindependence imposes itself even more than in the standard partial deduction setting.In addition to renaming, we will also incorporate argument �ltering, leading to thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 3.12 An atomic renaming � for a set A of characteristic atoms is a mappingfrom A to atoms such that� for each (A; �) 2 A: vars(�((A; �))) = vars(A)� for CA;CA0 2 A such that CA 6= CA0 the predicate symbols of �(CA) and �(CA0)are distinct (but not necessarily fresh).Let P be a program. A renaming function �� for A in P based on � is a mapping fromatoms to atoms such that:� ��(A) = �((A0; � 0))� for some (A0; � 0) 2 A with A = A0� ^ A 2 P (A0; � 0).13



We leave ��(A) unde�ned if A is not a concretisation in P of an element in A. A renamingfunction �� can also be applied to �rst-order formulas, by applying it individually to eachatom of the formulas.Note that if the set of concretisations of two or more elements in A overlap then ��must make a choice for the atoms in the intersection of the concretisations and severalrenaming functions based on the same � exist.De�nition 3.13 Let P be a program, A = f(A1; �1); : : : ; (An; �n)g be a �nite set of P -characteristic atoms and let �� be a renaming for A in P based on the atomic renaming�. For each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let Ri be the partial deduction of (Ai; �i) in P . Then theprogram f�((Ai; �i))� ��(Bdy) j Ai�  Bdy 2 Ri ^ 1 � i � n ^ ��(Bdy) is de�ned gis called the partial deduction of P wrt A and ��.Example 3.14 Let P be the following program(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )(3) t member(a; [a]); member(a; [a; b])Let � = fh1 � 1ig and � 0 = fh1 � 3ig and let A = f(member(a; [ajT ]); �); (t; � 0)g. Also let�((member(a; [ajT ]); �)) = m1(T ) and �((t; � 0)) = t. Because the concretisations in P ofthe elements in A are disjoint, there exists only one renaming function �� based on �.Notably ��( member(a; [a]); member(a; [a; b])) = m1([]); m1([b]) because both atomsare concretisations of (member(a; [ajT ]); �). Therefore the partial deduction of P wrt Aand �� is:5(1') m1(X) (2') t m1([]); m1([b])Note that in De�nition 3.13 the original program P is completely \thrown away". Thisis actually what a lot of practical partial evaluators for functional or logic programminglanguages do, but is unlike e.g. the de�nitions in [49]. However, there is no fundamentaldi�erence between these two approaches: keeping part of the original program can alwaysbe \simulated" very easily in our approach by using unconstrained characteristic atomsof the form (A; hi) combined with a renaming � such that �((A; hi)) = A.3.3 Correctness ResultsLet us �rst rephrase the coveredness condition in the context of characteristic atoms.This de�nition will ensure that the renamings, applied for instance in De�nition 3.13, arealways de�ned.De�nition 3.15 Let P be a program and A a set of characteristic atoms. Then A iscalled P -covered i� for every characteristic atom in A, each of its body atoms (in P ) isa concretisation in P of a characteristic atom in A.Also, a goal G is covered by A in P i� every atom A occurring in G is a concretisation ofa characteristic atom in A.5The FAR �ltering algorithm of [47] can be used to further improve the specialised program by removingthe redundant argument of m1. 14



The main correctness result for partial deduction with characteristic atoms is as fol-lows:Theorem 3.16 Let P be a normal program, G a goal, A any �nite set of P -characteristicatoms and P 0 the partial deduction of P wrt A and some ��. If A is P -covered and if Gis covered by A in P then the following hold:1. P 0 [ f��(G)g has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer � i� P [ fGg does.2. P 0 [ f��(G)g has a �nitely failed SLDNF-tree i� P [ fGg does.In the remainder of Subsection 3.3 we will prove this theorem in three successivestages.1. First, we will restrict ourselves to unconstrained characteristic atoms. This will al-low us to reuse the correctness results for standard partial deduction with renamingin a rather straightforward manner.2. We will then move on to safe characteristic atoms. Such partial deductions canbasically be obtained from partial deductions for unconstrained characteristic atomsby removing certain clauses. We will show that these clauses can be safely removedwithout a�ecting the computed answers nor the �nite failure.3. In the �nal step we will allow any characteristic atom. The associated partialdeductions can be obtained from partial deductions for safe characteristic atoms,basically by removing negative literals from the clauses. We will establish correct-ness by showing that, for all concrete executions, these negative literals will beground and succeed.The reader not interested in the details of the correctness proof can immediatelycontinue with Subsection 3.4.3.3.1 Correctness for Unconstrained Characteristic AtomsNote that if A is a set of unconstrained characteristic atoms we simply have a standardpartial deduction with renaming. We will use this observation as a starting point forproving correctness of partial deduction for characteristic atoms.The following is an adaptation of the correctness of standard partial deduction withrenaming and �ltering:Theorem 3.17 Let P 0 be a partial deduction of P wrt A and �� such that A is a �nite setof unconstrained P -characteristic atoms and such that A is P -covered and G is coveredby A in P . Then:1. P 0 [ f��(G)g has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer � i� P [ fGg does.2. P 0 [ f��(G)g has a �nitely failed SLDNF-tree i� P [ fGg does.15



Proof First note that the coveredness conditions on A and G ensure that the renamingsperformed to obtain P 0 (according to De�nition 3.13), as well as the renaming ��(G), arede�ned. The result then follows in a rather straightforward manner from the Theorems3.5 and 4.11 in [2]. In [2] the �ltering has been split into 2 phases: one which does justthe renaming to ensure independence (called partial deduction with dynamic renaming;correctness of this phase is proven in Theorem 3.5 of [2]) and one which does the �ltering(called post-processing renaming; the correctness of this phase is proven in Theorem 4.11of [2]).To apply these results we simply have to notice that:� P 0 corresponds to partial deduction with dynamic renaming and post-processingrenaming for the multiset of atoms A = fA j (A; �) 2 Ag (indeed the same atomcould in principle occur in several characteristic atoms, this is not a problem howeveras the results in [2] carry over to multisets of atoms | alternatively one could addan extra unused argument to P 0, ��(G) and A and then place di�erent variables inthat new position to transform the multiset A into an ordinary set).� P 0 [f��(G)g is A-covered because A is P -covered and G is covered by A in P (andbecause the original program P is unreachable in the predicate dependency graphfrom within P 0 or within ��(G)).Three minor technical issues have to be addressed in order to reuse the theorems from[2]: � Theorem 3.5 of [2] requires that no renaming be performed on G, i.e. ��(G) mustbe equal to G. However, without loss of generality, we can assume that thetop-level query is the unrenamed atom new(X1; : : : ; Xk), where new is a freshpredicate symbol and vars(G) = fX1; : : : ; Xkg. We just have to add the clausenew(X1; : : : ; Xk) Q, where G = Q, to the initial program. Trivially the query new(X1; : : : ; Xk) and G are equivalent wrt c.a.s. and �nite failure (see alsoLemma 2.2 in [20]).� Theorem 4.11 of [2] requires that G contains no variables or predicates in A. Therequirement about the variables is not necessary in our case because we do not baseour renaming on the mgu. The requirement about the predicates is another way ofensuring that ��(G) must be equal to G, which can be circumvented in a similarway as for the �rst point above.� Theorems 3.5 and 4.11 of [2] require that the predicates of the renaming do notoccur in the original P . Our De�nition 3.12 does not require this. This is of noimportance as the original program is always \completely thrown away" in ourapproach. We can still apply these theorems by using an intermediate renaming �0which satis�es the requirements of Theorems 3.5 and 4.11 of [2] and then applyingan additional one step post-processing renaming �00, with �� = �0�00, along with anextra application of Theorem 4.11 of [2]. 216



3.3.2 Correctness for Safe Characteristic AtomsTo prove the correctness for safe characteristic atoms we need the following adaptationof Lemma 4.12 from [49] (we just formalise the use in [49] of \corresponding SLDNF-derivation" in terms of characteristic paths).Lemma 3.18 Let R be the resultant of a �nite (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-derivationfor P[f Ag whose characteristic path is �. If A� resolves with R giving the resultantRA then there exists a �nite (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-derivation for P [ f A�gwhose characteristic path is � and whose resultant is RA.The following is an extension of the above lemma. It establishes a more precise linkbetween derivations in the renamed (standard) partial deduction and derivations in theoriginal program. For that, the following concept will prove to be useful. We call A0 anadmissible renaming of A under � for A in P i� there exists some renaming function �0�based on � such that A0 = �0�(A). This concept can be extended to any formula F in astraightforward way.Lemma 3.19 Let P 0 be a partial deduction of P wrt A and �� such that A is a �nite setof safe P -characteristic atoms and such that A is P -covered and G is covered by A in P .Let G0 be an admissible renaming of G under � for A in P . Let D0 be a �nite SLDNF-derivation for P 0 [ fG0g leading to the resolvent RG0 via the c.a.s. �. Then there existsa �nite SLDNF-derivation for P [ fGg leading to the resolvent RG via c.a.s. � such thatRG0 is an admissible renaming of RG under � for A in P and such that RG is coveredby A in P .Proof First note that, if RG0 is an admissible renaming of RG, RG must by de�nitionbe covered by A in P .Also note that not all resolvents of P [fGg are covered | there can be some interme-diate goals which have no correspondent goal in P 0 (because entire derivation sequencescan be compressed into one resultant of P 0). So it is only at some speci�c points thata resolvent for P [ fGg has a counterpart in P 0 [ fG0g. We will however show in thefollowing that every derivation for P 0 [ fG0g has a counterpart in P [ fGg.We �rst do the proof for SLDNF-derivations in which no negative literals are selected(i.e. SLD+-derivations). Let P 00 be the unrenamed version of P 0 (i.e. the union of thepartial deductions of the elements of A). We can repeatedly apply Lemma 3.18 (becauseA contains only safe P -characteristic atoms) on the unrenamed version P 00 of P 0 to deducethat if a derivation for P 00 [fGg leading to the resolvent RG via c.a.s. � exists then therealso exists a derivation for P [ fGg with the same resolvent and c.a.s. (the resolvent isjust the body of the resultant and if the head of two resultants for the same goal areidentical then so are the c.a.s.).Now, by construction of P 0 from P 00 (De�nition 3.13), every derivation for P 0 [ fG0ghas an equivalent in P 00 [ fGg (but not vice versa, because independence in P 00 is notnecessarily ensured) and the c.a.s. are not a�ected by correctness of the renaming (seee.g. Lemma 2.2 in [20]). We can also easily prove inductively that, if we start with a goalwhich is an admissible renaming of some goal under �, we will after each derivation stepwith a clause in P 0 still obtain a goal which is an admissible renaming under � for A inP because: 17



� all body atoms of P 0 are covered by A in P (because A is P -covered) and aretherefore, by De�nition 3.12 of a renaming, admissible renamings under � for A inP .� the resolvent will contain instances of these body atoms which are still coveredbecause the set of concretisations of characteristic atoms is downwards closed andwhich are therefore still admissible renamings under � for A in P .So the lemma holds for SLDNF-derivations in which no negative literals are selected.Let us now allow the selection of a negative literal in the derivation D0 (for P 0 [ fG0gleading to the resolvent RG0). In that case we can apply the just established result forthe derivation leading up to the selected negative literal. Then, by Theorem 3.17, wecan deduce that the negative literal must also succeed in the original program. Becauseneither the c.a.s. nor the resultant are a�ected the result still holds after the selectionof the negative literal. We can therefore apply the above result for derivations withoutnegative literals again until the end of the derivation D0. Finally, we can repeat this samereasoning inductively for any number of selected negative literals. 2Usually one will call the specialised program with one speci�c renaming and notjust with an admissible one. So one might wonder why we only prove in Lemma 3.19above that RG0 is an admissible renaming of RG and not that RG0 = ��(RG). Thereason is that in the course of performing resolution steps atoms might become moreinstantiated and applying the renaming function �� on the more instantiated atom mightresult in a di�erent renaming. Take for example the set A = f(p(X); �); (p(a); � 0)g ofunconstrained characteristic atoms, the goal G = p(X); p(X) and take � such that�((p(X); �)) = p0(X), �((p(a); � 0)) = pa. Then ��(G) =  p0(X); p0(X). Also assumethat ��(p(a)) = pa. Now suppose that the clause p0(a)  is in the partial deductionP 0 wrt an original P and the set A. Then after one resolution step for P 0 [ ��(G) weobtain the goal  p0(a). Similarly, after one resolution step for P [ fGg we obtain thegoal  p(a). Now ��( p(a)) = pa 6= p0(a). However,  p0(a) is still an admissiblerenaming of  p(a) and Lemma 3.19 holds.The following lemmas will prove useful later on.Lemma 3.20 Let � be a characteristic tree. Let �1 2 � and �2 2 � . If �2 is a pre�x of �1then �1 = �2.Proof The property follows immediately from the de�nitions of SLDNF-trees and char-acteristic trees. 2Lemma 3.21 Let A and B be atoms and �A a characteristic tree of A in the programP . If B is an instance of A then there exists a characteristic tree �B of  B in P suchthat �B � �A.Proof By De�nition 2.7, for some unfolding rule U we have that �A = chtree( A; P; U).Because B is more instantiated than A, all resolution steps for  A are either alsopossible for  B or they fail. Therefore, for some unfolding rule U 0, we have that�B = chtree( B; P; U 0) � �A. 218



Lemma 3.22 Let � be a characteristic tree, P a program and (A; �) a P -characteristicatom. If (A; �) is safe then there exists an unfolding rule such that � � chtree( A; P; U).Proof As (A; �) is a P -characteristic atom, we must have by de�nition at least oneprecise concretisation A0 whose characteristic path is � in P . As all the derivations in�P (A; �) are safe, we can unfold  A in a similar way as  A0. This will result in acharacteristic tree � 0 which contains all the paths in � as well as possibly some additionalpaths (due to additionally matching clauses). 2The above Lemma 3.22 (also) establishes that the partial deduction P(A;�) of a safecharacteristic atom (A; �) is a subset of a partial deduction PA of the ordinary atom A.The following lemma shows that it is correct to remove the resultants PA nP(A;�) for theconcretisations of (A; �). In the proof of this lemma we need to combine characteristicpaths. A characteristic path being a sequence, we can simply concatenate two character-istic paths �1; �2. For this we will use the standard notation �1�2 from formal languagetheory [1, 29].Lemma 3.23 Let P be a program, (A; �A) and (A; ��A) safe P -characteristic atoms with�A � ��A. Let A0 2 P (A; �A) and C 2 resultants(��A) n resultants(�A).If  A0 resolves with C to G0 then G0 fails �nitely in P .Proof Let �C be the characteristic path associated (De�nition 3.8) with C (i.e. C is theresultant of the generalised SLDNF-derivation for P [ f Ag whose characteristic pathis �C). Because C 2 resultants(��A) n resultants(�A) we know that �C 2 ��A and �C 62 �A.Also, because (A; ��A) is safe, C is the resultant of an SLDNF-derivation (and not of anunsafe generalised one). We can therefore apply Lemma 3.18 to deduce that there existsa �nite SLDNF-derivation for P [ f A0g whose characteristic path is �C and whoseresolvent is G0 (if the resultant is identical then so is its body, namely the resolvent).Furthermore A0 2 P (A; �A) implies by Lemma 3.21 that, for some unfolding rule U ,�̂ = chtree( A0; P; U) � �A.If �̂ = ; then  A0 fails �nitely. Therefore, because a �nite SLDNF-derivation from A0 to G0 exists, we can deduce by persistence of failure (Lemma 4.10 in [49]), that G0must also fail �nitely.If �̂ 6= ; then the largest pre�x �0C of �C , such that 9̂:�0C ̂ 2 �̂ , must exist (thesmallest one being hi). By Lemma 3.20 we know that no proper pre�x of �C can be in��A, and therefore neither in �A nor �̂ (because �̂ � �A � ��A). This means that ̂ mustbe non-empty. We also know, again by Lemma 3.20, that �0C is a proper pre�x of �C ,i.e. �C = �0C(l �m)�00C . As there is branching immediately after �0C (because �0C ̂ 2 �̂ and�0C(l �m)�00C = �C 2 ��A n �A and no extension of �0C has this property) we even know thatthe selected literal at position l is a positive literal (the selection of a negative literal cannever lead to branching), that m is therefore a clause number and also that ̂ = (l � m̂)̂0with m̂ 6= m. ?@@R ? ) ̂Gl �m l � m̂G0 ) �0C@@R�C 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: ?��	 A0 19



Let G be the goal obtained from the �nite SLDNF-derivation for P [ f A0g whosecharacteristic path is �0C(l �m) (this must exist because an SLDNF-derivation for P [f A0g with characteristic path �C exists). In order to arrive at the characteristic tree �̂for  A0 the unfolding rule U has to also reach the goal G, because �̂ contains thecharacteristic path �0C(l � m̂)̂ 0 and G is \reached" via �0C(l �m), a step which cannot beavoided by U if it wants to get as far as �0C(l � m̂). Furthermore, as neither �0C(l �m) norany extension of it are in �̂ (by de�nition of �0C) this means that  G �nitely fails.Finally, as �C is an extension of �0C(l � m), we know that a �nite (possiblyempty) SLDNF-derivation from G to G0 exists and therefore, by persistence of failure(Lemma 4.10 in [49]), G0 must also �nitely fail. 2We now present a correctness theorem for safe characteristic atoms.Theorem 3.24 Let P be a normal program, G a goal,A a �nite set of safe P -characteristicatoms and P 0 the partial deduction of P wrt A and some ��. If A is P -covered and if Gis covered by A in P then the following hold:1. P 0 [ f��(G)g has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer � i� P [ fGg does.2. P 0 [ f��(G)g has a �nitely failed SLDNF-tree i� P [ fGg does.Proof The basic idea of the proof is to transform the characteristic atoms in A soas to make them unconstrained and thus being able to reuse Theorem 3.17 (the latteris possible by Lemma 3.22). The so obtained partial deduction P 00 is therefore totallycorrect. P 00 is also a superset of P 0, i.e. P 00 = P 0 [ PNew , and we will show, mainly usingLemma 3.23, that the clauses PNew can be safely removed without a�ecting the totalcorrectness. The details of the proof are elaborated in the following.In order to make a characteristic atom (A; �) in A unconstrained we have to addsome characteristic paths to � . We have that for every (A; �) 2 A the set of deriva-tions �P (A; �) is safe. By Lemma 3.22 we know that for some unfolding rule U : � �chtree( A; P; U). Let � 0 = chtree( A; P; U) n � and let RNew be the partial deductionof (A; � 0) (i.e. the unrenamed clauses that have to be added to the partial deduction of(A; �) in order to arrive at a standard partial deduction of the unconstrained character-istic atom (A; chtree( A; P; U))). We denote by New(A;�) the following set of clausesf�((A; �))� ��(Bdy) j A�  Bdy 2 RNewg. By adding for each (A; �) 2 A the clausesNew(A;�) to P 0 we obtain a partial deduction of P wrt an unconstrained set A0 and ��.Unfortunately, although G remains covered by A0 in P , A0 is not necessarily P -coveredany longer. The reason is that new uncovered body atoms can arise inside New(A;�). LetUC be these uncovered atoms. To arrive at a covered partial deduction we simply haveto add, for every predicate symbol p of arity n occurring in UC, the characteristic atom(p(X1; : : : ; Xn); hi) to A0, where X1; : : : ; Xn are distinct variables. This will give us thenew set A00 � A0. Let P 00 be the partial deduction of P wrt A00 and ��. Now A00 istrivially P -covered and we can apply the correctness Theorem 3.17 to deduce that thecomputations for P 00 [ f��(G)g are totally correct wrt the computations in P [ fGg.Note that, by construction, we have that P 0 � P 00. We will now show that by removingthe clauses PNew = P 00 n P 0 we do not lose any computed answer nor do we remove anyin�nite failure. In other words any complete SLDNF-derivation for P 00 [ f��(G)g which20



uses a clause in P 00 n P 0 fails �nitely. This is su�cient to establish that P 0 is also totallycorrect.Let us �rst prove it for SLDNF-derivations of rank 0, i.e. derivations without selectednegative literals. Let D be an SLDNF-derivation for P 00 [ f��(G)g which uses at leastone clause in P 00 n P 0. Let D0 be the largest pre�x SLDNF-derivation of D such that D0uses only clauses within P 0. Let RG0 be the last goal of D0. We can apply Lemma 3.19to deduce that there exists an SLDNF-derivation for P [ fGg leading to RG such thatRG0 is an admissible renaming of RG under � for A in P and such that RG is covered byA in P . Let RG0 = �0�(RG) and let �0�(p(�t)) be the literal selected in RG0 by D (i.e. thenext step after performing D0). Because RG0 is an admissible renaming of RG, we knowthat p(�t) 2 P (A; �) where �0�(p(�t)) = �((A; �))�0 for some �0. We can therefore applyLemma 3.23 to deduce that  p(�t), and therefore also RG, fails �nitely in P . We cannow apply the correctness Theorem 3.17 for the goal  p(�t) (it is possible to apply thistheorem because  p(�t) is covered by A in P ) to deduce that  ��(p(�t)), and thereforethe derivation D, also fails �nitely in P 00.Let us proceed by induction and suppose that the theorem holds for SLDNF-derivations up to rank k. Let us now prove it for rank k + 1. Let D be an SLDNF-derivation for P 00 [ f��(G)g of rank k + 1. If D does not directly use any clause inP 00 n P 0, correctness of removing the clauses P 00 n P 0 follows from the induction hypothe-sis. If however D directly uses a clause in P 00nP 0 then we can show by a similar reasoningas for rank 0 (just using the induction hypothesis to ensure that nothing has been changedfor the negative sub-trees) that D fails �nitely. 23.3.3 Correctness for Unrestricted Characteristic AtomsWe are �nally in the position to prove the general correctness Theorem 3.16 for partialdeductions of safe and unsafe P -characteristic atoms.Proof of Theorem 3.16 For every (A; �) 2 A let us remove the unsafely selectednegative literals by �P (A; �) from � resulting in � 0. We thereby obtain safe characteristicatoms (A; � 0) as well as a set A0 of safe characteristic atoms. Just like in the proof forTheorem 3.24, we might have to add uncovered atoms to A0, giving the new set A00 � A0.Let P 00 be the partial deduction of P wrt A0 and ��. We can apply Theorem 3.24 todeduce that the computations for P 00 [ f ��(G)g are totally correct wrt P [ f Gg.Every clause C in P 00 can be obtained from a clause in P 0 by adding the negativeliterals we have removed above. For every SLD-derivation in P 0 there exists a corre-sponding derivation in P 00, with however additional negative literals in the resolvent. Wewill show that these negative literals always succeed and thereby establish a one to onecorrespondence between derivations in P 00 and derivations in P 0. Let G01 be a goal whichis an admissible renaming (under � for A in P ) of a goal G1 for P (i.e. G01 = �0�(G1)for some �0� | only such goals can occur for derivations inside P 0) which resolves witha clause C� (constructed for the characteristic path �) in P 0 and with selected literal�0�(p(�t)) leading to a resolvent RG0. Then G01 also resolves with a clause C0 in P 00, underthe same selected literal, leading to a resolvent RG00 which has the same atoms as RG0plus possibly some additional negative literals N . Because G01 is an admissible renamingof G1 we know that p(�t) 2 P (A; �) where �0�(p(�t)) = �((A; �))�0 for some �0. Becausep(�t) is a concretisation of an element in A we know that it must be the instance of a21



precise concretisation A. For this concretisation A there exists a characteristic tree whichcontains the characteristic path � and for which the negative literals corresponding to Nare ground and succeed. Therefore, because p(�t) is an instance of A, the literals in Nare identical to the ones selected for P [ f Ag and are thus also ground and succeed.We can thus immediately (by Theorem 3.24) select them in P 00 and can thus constructa corresponding derivation in P 0. By inductively applying the above we can prove thisresult for SLDNF-derivations of any length and any rank.Similarly, if for every derivation in P 00 we impose the (fair) condition that the addi-tional negative literals N are immediately selected, then we can establish a one to onecorrespondence between derivations in P 00 and P 0. Also the clauses that had to be addedfor coveredness are not reachable within P 0 and can therefore also be removed. So totalcorrectness of P 0, given the coveredness conditions, holds. 23.4 A Set Based Algorithm and its TerminationIn this section, we present a �rst, simple (set based) algorithm for partial deductionthrough characteristic atoms. We will prove correctness as well as termination of thisalgorithm, given certain conditions.As in [18, 19], we �rst de�ne an abstraction operator. One can notice that, by de�ni-tion, the abstraction operator preserves the characteristic trees.De�nition 3.25 Let A be a set of characteristic atoms. Also let, for every characteristictree � , A� be de�ned as A� = fA j (A; �) 2 Ag. The operator abstract is de�ned as:abstract(A) = [�f(msg(A�); �)g.In other words, only one characteristic atom per characteristic tree is allowed in theresulting abstraction. For example, in the case thatA = f(p(a); fh1�1ig); (p(b); fh1�1ig)g,we obtain abstract(A) = f(p(X); fh1 � 1ig)g.De�nition 3.26 Let A be an ordinary atom, U an unfolding rule and P a program.Then chatom(A; P; U) = (A; �) where chtree( A; P; U) = � . We extend chatom to setsof atoms: chatoms(A; P; U) = fchatom(A; P; U) j A 2 Ag.Note that A is a precise concretisation of chatom(A; P; U).The following algorithm for partial deduction with characteristic atoms is parametrisedby an unfolding rule U , thus leaving the particulars of local control unspeci�ed. Recallthat BAP (A; �A) represents the body atoms of (A; �) (see De�nition 3.9).Algorithm 3.27Inputa program P and a goal GOutputa specialised program P 0Initialisationk := 0 and A0 := chatoms(fA j A is an atom in Gg; P; U )RepeatAk+1 := abstract(Ak [ chatoms(fBAP (A; �A) j (A; �A) 2 Akg; P; U ))Until Ak = Ak+1 (modulo variable renaming)A0 := AkP 0 := a partial deduction of P wrt A0 and some renaming function ��22



Let us illustrate the operation of Algorithm 3.27 on Example 2.9.Example 3.28 Let G = member(a; [a]);member(a; [a; b]) and P be the member pro-gram from Example 2.9. Also let � = chtree( member(a; [a]); P;U) = chtree( member(a; [a; b]); P;U) = fh1 � 1ig (see Figure 3 for the corresponding SLD-trees). Thealgorithm operates as follows:1. A0 = f(member(a; [a]); �); (member(a; [a; b]); �)g2. BAP (member(a; [a]); �) = BAP (member(a; [a; b]); �) = ;,A1 = abstract(A0) = f(member(a; [ajT ]); �)g3. BAP (member(a; [ajT ]); �) = ;, A2 = abstract(A1) = A1 and we have reached the�xpoint A0.A partial deduction P 0 wrt A0 and �� with �((member(a; [ajT ]); �)) = m1(T ) is:m1(X) A0 is covered and every atom in G is a concretisation of an atom in A0. Hence Theo-rem 3.16 can be applied: we obtain the renamed goal G0 = ��(G) = m1([]); m1([b]) andP 0 [ fG0g yields the correct result.In the remainder of this subsection, we formally prove correctness of Algorithm 3.27,as well as its termination under a certain condition.By an expression we mean either a term, an atom, a literal, a conjunction, a disjunc-tion or a program clause. Expressions are constructed using the alphabet AP which weimplicitly assume underlying the program P under consideration. Note that AP may con-tain additional symbols not occurring in P , but that, unless explicitly stated otherwise,AP contains only �nitely many constant, function and predicate symbols ! To simplifythe presentation, we also assume that, when talking about expressions, predicate symbolsare treated like new functors and for conjunctions, disjunctions and clauses, the requiredconnectives are also represented as new functors (e.g. ^ and are binary functors whichcannot be confounded with the original functors).The following well-founded measure function is taken from [21] (also in the extendedversion of [54]):De�nition 3.29 Let Expr denote the sets of expressions. We de�ne the function s :Expr!IN counting symbols by:� s(t) = 1 + s(t1) + : : :+ s(tn) if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn), n > 0� s(t) = 1 otherwiseLet the number of distinct variables in an expression t be v(t). We now de�ne the functionh : Expr!IN by h(t) = s(t)� v(t).The well-founded measure function h has the property that h(t) � 0 and h(t) > 0for any non-variable t. The following important lemma is proven for h(:) in [20] (see also[54]).Lemma 3.30 If A and B are expressions such that B is strictly more general than A,then h(A) > h(B). 23



It follows that, for every expression A, there are no in�nite chains of strictly moregeneral expressions.De�nition 3.31 Let A be a set of characteristic atoms and let T = h�1; : : : ; �ni be a �nitevector of characteristic trees. We then de�ne the weight vector of A wrt T by hvecT (A)= hw1; : : : ; wni where� wi =1 if A�i = ;� wi = PA2A�i h(A) if A�i 6= ;The set of weight vectors is partially ordered by the usual order relation among vectors:hw1; : : : ; wni � hv1; : : : ; vni i� w1 � v1; : : : ; wn � vn. Also, given a non-strict partial order�S on a set S, we from now on assume that the associated equivalence relation �S andthe associated strict partial order >S are implicitly de�ned in the usual way:� s1 �S s2 i� s1 � s2 ^ s2 � s1 and s1 <S s2 i� s1 � s2 ^ s2 6� s1.The set of weight vectors is well-founded (no in�nite strictly decreasing sequencesexist) because the weights of the atoms are well-founded.Proposition 3.32 Let P be a normal program, U an unfolding rule and let T =h�1; : : : ; �ni be a �nite vector of characteristic trees. For every pair of �nite sets of char-acteristic atoms A and B, such that the characteristic trees of their elements are in T ,we have that one of the following holds:� abstract(A [ B) = A (up to variable renaming) or� hvecT (abstract(A [ B)) < hvecT (A).Proof Let hvecT (A) = hw1; : : : ; wni and let hvecT (abstract(A[B)) = hv1; : : : ; vni. Thenfor every �i 2 T we have two possible cases:� fmsg(A�i [ B�i)g = A�i (up to variable renaming). In this case the abstractionoperator performs no modi�cation for �i and vi = wi.� fmsg(A�i [ B�i)g = fMg 6= A�i (up to variable renaming). In this case (M; �i) 2abstract(A [ B), vi = h(M) and there are three possibilities:� A�i = ;. In this case vi < wi =1.� A�i = fAg for some atom A. In this case M is strictly more general thanA (by de�nition of msg because M 6= A up to variable renaming) and hencevi < wi.� The cardinality ofA�i is greater than 1. In this case M is more general (but notnecessarily strictly more general) than any atom in A�i and vi < wi becauseat least one atom is removed by the abstraction.We have that 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : vi � wi and either the abstraction operator performs nomodi�cation (and ~v = ~w) or the well-founded measure hvecT strictly decreases. 2Theorem 3.33 If the number of distinct characteristic trees is �nite then Algorithm 3.27terminates and generates a partial deduction satisfying the requirements of Theorem 3.16for any goal G0 whose atoms are instances of atoms in G.Proof Reaching the �xpoint guarantees that all predicates in the bodies of resultantsare precise concretisations of at least one characteristic atom in Ak, i.e. Ak is P -covered.Furthermore abstract always generates more general characteristic atoms (even in thesense that any precise concretisation of an atom in Ai is a precise concretisation of an24



atom in Ai+1 | this follows immediately from De�nitions 3.3 and 3.25). Hence, becauseany instance of an atom in the goal G is a precise concretisation of a characteristic atom inA0, the conditions of Theorem 3.16 are satis�ed for goals G0 whose atoms are instancesof atoms in G, i.e. G0 is covered by Ak in P . Finally, termination is guaranteed byProposition 3.32, given that the number of distinct characteristic trees is �nite. 2The method for partial deduction as described in this section, using the frameworkof Section 3, has been called ecological partial deduction in [39] because it guaranteesthe preservation of characteristic trees. A prototype partial deduction system, usingAlgorithm 3.27, has been implemented and experiments with it can be found in [39] and[55]. We will however further improve the algorithm in the next section and presentextensive benchmarks in Section 5.2.Let us conclude this section with some comments related to [41], which also solves theproblem of preserving characteristic trees upon generalisation. In fact, [41] achieves thisby incorporating disequality constraints into the partial deduction process. Note that inthis section and paper, the characteristic tree � inside a characteristic atom (A; �) can alsobe seen as an implicit representation of constraints on A. However, here these constraintsare used only locally and are not propagated towards other characteristic atoms, whilein [41] the constraints are propagated and thus used globally. Whether this has anysigni�cant inuence in practice remains to be seen. On the other hand, the method inthis section is conceptually simpler and can handle any unfolding rule as well as normallogic programs, while [41] is currently limited to purely determinate unfoldings (withouta lookahead) and de�nite programs.4 Removing Depth Bounds by Adding Global TreesHaving solved the �rst problem related to characteristic trees, their preservation upongeneralisation, we now turn to the second problem: getting rid of the associated depthbound.4.1 The Depth Bound ProblemThe algorithm for ecological partial deduction presented in Section 3.4 only terminateswhen imposing a depth bound on characteristic trees. In this section we present somenatural examples which show that this leads to undesired results in cases where the depthbound is actually required. (These examples can also be adapted to prove a similar pointabout neighbourhoods in the context of supercompilation of functional programs. Wewill return to the relation of neighbourhoods to characteristic trees in Section 5.4.)When, for the given program, query and unfolding rule, the above sketched methodgenerates a �nite number of di�erent characteristic trees, its global control regime guar-antees termination and correctness of the specialised program as well as \perfect" poly-variance: For every predicate, exactly one specialised version is produced for each of itsdi�erent associated characteristic trees. Now, the algorithm of the previous section, aswell as all earlier approaches based on characteristic trees [21, 18, 41], achieves the men-tioned �niteness condition at the cost of imposing an ad hoc (typically very large) depthbound on characteristic trees. However, for a fairly large class of realistic programs (andunfolding rules), the number of di�erent characteristic trees generated, is not naturally25



bounded. In those cases, the underlying depth bound will have to ensure termination,meanwhile propagating its ugly, ad hoc nature into the resulting specialised program.We illustrate this problem through some examples, setting out with a slightly arti�cial,but very simple one.Example 4.1 The following is the well known reverse with accumulating parameterwhere a list type check on the accumulator has been added.(1) rev([]; Acc; Acc) (2) rev([H jT ]; Acc;Res) ls(Acc); rev(T; [HjAcc];Res)(3) ls([]) (4) ls([H jT ]) ls(T )As can be noticed in Figure 4, (determinate [21, 18, 41] and well-founded [6, 53, 52],among others) unfolding produces an in�nite number of di�erent characteristic atoms,all with a di�erent characteristic tree. Imposing a depth bound of say 100, we obtaintermination, but the algorithm produces 100 di�erent reverse versions and the specialisedprogram looks like:(1') rev([]; []; []) (2') rev([H jT ]; [];Res) rev2(T; [H ];Res)(3') rev2([]; [A]; [A]) (4') rev2([H jT ]; [A];Res) rev3(T; [H;A]; Res)...(197') rev99([]; [A1; : : : ; A98]; [A1; : : : ; A98]) (198') rev99([H jT ]; [A1; : : : ; A98]; Res) rev100(T; [H;A1; : : : ; A98]; Res)(199') rev100([]; [A1; : : : ; A99jAT ]; [A1; : : : ; A99jAT ])  (200') rev100([H jT ]; [A1; : : : ; A99jAT ]; Res) ls(AT ); rev100(T; [H;A1; : : : ; A99jAT ]; Res)(201') ls([]) (202') ls([H jT ]) ls(T )This program is certainly far from optimal and clearly exhibits the ad hoc nature of thedepth bound.Situations like the above typically arise when an accumulating parameter inuencesthe computation, because then the growing of the accumulator causes a correspondinggrowing of the characteristic trees. To be fair, it must be admitted that with most simpleprograms, this is not the case. For instance, in the standard reverse with accumulating pa-rameter, the accumulator is only copied in the end, but never inuences the computation.As illustrated by Example 4.1 above, this state of a�airs will often already be changedwhen one adds type checking in the style of [22] to even the simplest logic programs.Among larger and more sophisticated programs, cases like the above become moreand more frequent, even in the absence of type checking. For instance, in an explicit uni-�cation algorithm, one accumulating parameter is the substitution built so far. It heavilyinuences the computation because new bindings have to be added and checked for com-patibility with the current substitution. Another example is the \mixed" meta-interpreterof [28, 42] (sometimes called InstanceDemo; part of it is depicted in Figure 5) for theground representation in which the goals are \lifted" to the non-ground representation26



@@R��	 ?(1)2 (2) rev(L; [];R) ls([]); rev(T; [H]; R) rev(T; [H]; R)(3)@@R��	 ??(1)2 (2) rev(T; [H]; R) ls([H]); rev(T 0; [H 0;H];R) rev(T 0; [H 0;H]; R)(3) ls([]); rev(T 0 ; [H 0;H]; R)(4) @@R��	 ???
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Figure 4: SLD-trees for Example 4.1for resolution. To perform the lifting, an accumulating parameter is used to keep trackof the variables that have already been encountered. This accumulator inuences thecomputation: Upon encountering a new variable, the program inspects the accumulator.Example 4.2 Let A = l mng(Lg; Ln; [sub(N;X)]; S) and P be the program of Figure 5(this situation arose in an actual experiment). As can be seen in Figure 6, unfolding A(e.g. using well-founded measures), the atom l mng(Tg; Tn; [sub(N;X); sub(J;Hn)]; S)is added at the global (control) level. Notice that the third argument has grown (i.e. wehave an accumulator).So, when in turn unfolding l mng(Tg; Tn; [sub(N;X); sub(J;Hn)]; S), we will obtain adeeper characteristic tree (because mng traverses the third argument and thus needs onemore step to reach the end) withl mng(Tg0; Tn0; [sub(N;X); sub(J;Hn); sub(J 0; Hn0)]; S)as one of its leaves. An in�nite sequence of ever growing characteristic trees results andagain, as in Example 4.1, we obtain non-termination without a depth bound, and veryunsatisfactory (ad hoc) specialisations with it.Summarising, computations inuenced by one or more growing data structures are byno means rare and will, very often, lead to ad hoc behaviour of partial deduction, wherethe global control is founded on characteristic trees with a depth bound. In the nextsection, we show how this annoying depth bound can be removed without endangeringtermination. 27



Program:(1) make non ground(GrTerm;NgTerm) mng(GrTerm;NgTerm; []; Sub)(2) mng(var(N ); X; []; [sub(N;X)]) (3) mng(var(N ); X; [sub(N;X)jT ]; [sub(N;X)jT ]) (4) mng(var(N ); X; [sub(M;Y )jT ]; [sub(M;Y )jT1]) not(N = M ); mng(var(N ); X; T; T1)(5) mng(struct(F;GrArgs); struct(F;NgArgs); InSub;OutSub) l mng(GrArgs;NgArgs; InSub;OutSub)(6) l mng([]; []; Sub; Sub) (7) l mng([GrHjGrT ]; [NgHjNgT ]; InSub;OutSub) mng(GrH;NgH; InSub; InSub1);l mng(GrT;NgT; InSub1; OutSub)Example query: make non ground(struct(f; [var(1); var(2); var(1)]); F ); c.a.s. fF=struct(f; [Z; V; Z])gFigure 5: Lifting the ground representation4.2 Partial Deduction using Global TreesA general framework for global control, not relying on any depth bounds, is proposed in[54]. Marked trees (m-trees) are introduced to register descendency relationships amongatoms at the global level. These trees are subdivided into classes of nodes and associatedmeasure functions map nodes to well-founded sets. The overall tree is then kept �nitethrough ensuring monotonicity of the measure functions and termination of the algorithmfollows, provided the abstraction operator (on atoms) is similarly well-founded. It is tothis framework that we now turn for inspiration on how to solve the depth bound problemuncovered in Section 4.1.First, we have chosen to use the term \global tree" rather than \marked tree" inthe present paper, because it better indicates its functionality. Moreover, global treesrely on a well-quasi-order between nodes, rather than a well-founded one, to ensure their�niteness. Apart from that, in essence, their structure is similar: They register whichatoms derive from which at the global control level. The initial part of such a tree,showing the descendency relationship between the atom in the root and those in the(dangling) leaves of the SLDNF-tree in Figure 6, is depicted in Figure 7.Now, the basic idea will be to have just a single class covering the whole global treestructure and to watch over the evolution of characteristic trees associated to atomsalong its branches. Obviously, just measuring the depth of characteristic trees would befar too crude: Global branches would be cut o� prematurely and entirely unrelated atomscould be mopped together through generalisation, resulting in unacceptable specialisationlosses. No, as can be seen in Figure 4, we need a more re�ned measure which would some-how spot when a characteristic tree (piecemeal) \contains" characteristic trees appearingearlier in the same branch of the global tree. If such a situation arises (as it indeed does28



HHHHj����� ����� ? HHHHj?(6) (7)2 mng(Hg;Hn; [sub(N;X)]; S1); l mng(Tg;Tn; S1; S)(3) (5)(4) l mng(Lg; Ln; accumulatorz }| {[sub(N;X)]; S) l mng(Ag;An; [sub(N;X)]; S1); l mng(Tg; Tn;S1; S) l mng(Tg;Tn; [sub(N;X)]; S)(2) not(J = N);mng(var(J); Hn; []; T1); l mng(Tg;Tn; [sub(N;X)jT1];S) not(J = N); l mng(Tg;Tn; [sub(N;X); sub(J;Hn)]| {z }accumulator ; S)Figure 6: Accumulator growth in Example 4.2������ ������/ SSSSSSwHHHHHjl mng(Tg; Tn; [sub(N;X); sub(J; Hn)]; S) l mng(Ag;An; [sub(N;X)];S1)l mng(Lg; Ln; [sub(N;X)]; S) l mng(Tg; Tn;S1; S)l mng(Tg; Tn; [sub(N;X)]; S)Figure 7: Initial Section of a Global Tree for Example 4.2 and the Unfolding of Figure 6in Example 4.1), it seems reasonable to stop expanding the global tree, generalise theo�ending atoms and produce a specialised procedure for the generalisation instead.However, a closer look at the following variation of Example 4.2 shows that alsothis approach would sometimes overgeneralise and consequently fall short of providingsu�ciently detailed polyvariance.Example 4.3 Reconsider the program in Figure 5, and suppose that determinate un-folding is used for the local control.The atom A = mng(G; struct(cl; [struct(f; [X;Y ])jB]); []; S) will now be the startingpoint for partial deduction (also this situation arose in an actual experiment). Whenunfolding A (see Figure 8), we obtain an SLD-tree with mng(H; struct(f; [X; Y ]); []; S1)in one of its leaves. If we subsequently (determinately) unfold the latter atom, we obtaina tree that is \larger" than its predecessor, also in the more re�ned sense. Potential non-termination would therefore be detected and an abstraction operator executed. However,the atoms in the leaves of the second tree are more general than those already met, andsimply continuing partial deduction without generalisation will lead to natural termina-tion without any depth bound intervention.Example 4.3 demonstrates that only measuring growth of characteristic trees, even ina re�ned way, does not always lead to satisfactory specialisation. In fact, whenever the(local) unfolding rule does not unfold \as deeply as possible" (for whatever reason, e.g.29



��	 @@R ? l mng(A; [struct(f; [X;Y ])jB]); []; S)2 mng(H; struct(f; [X; Y ]); []; S1)| {z }; l mng(T;B;S1; S)(2) (5) (7) mng(G; struct(cl; [struct(f; [X;Y ])jB]); []; S)��	 @@R ???2(2) (5) (7) mng(H;X; []; S2); l mng(T; [Y ]; S2; S1) l mng(A; [X;Y ]; []; S1) z }| {mng(H; struct(f; [X;Y ]); []; S1)(7) mng(H;X; []; S2);mng(H 0; Y; S2; S3); l mng(T 0; []; S3; S1) mng(H;X; []; S2);mng(H 0; Y; S2; S1)(6)Figure 8: SLD-trees for Example 4.3e�ciency of the specialised program or because it is not re�ned enough), then a growingcharacteristic tree might simply be caused by splitting the \maximally deep tree" in sucha way that the second part \contains" the �rst part. (In Example 4.3, an unfolding rulebased on well-founded measures could have continued unfolding more deeply for the �rstatom, thus avoiding the fake growing problem in this case.)Luckily, the same example also suggests a solution to this problem: Rather than mea-suring and comparing characteristic trees, we will scrutinise entire characteristic atoms,comparing both the syntactic content of the ordinary atoms they contain and the associ-ated characteristic trees. Accordingly, the global tree nodes will not be labelled by plainatoms as in [54], but by entire characteristic atoms.The rest of this section, then, contains the formal elaboration of this new approach.In Subsection 4.3.1, we �rst extend the familiar generalisation notion de�ned on atomsto characteristic atoms, and subsequently proceed to introduce the precise comparisonoperation to be used on the latter. Some important properties connecting both oper-ations are also stated and proved. Next, Subsection 4.4 introduces global trees and acharacterisation of their �niteness. Finally, our re�ned algorithm for partial deduction ispresented and proved correct and terminating in Subsection 4.5.4.3 More on Characteristic Atoms4.3.1 Generalising Characteristic AtomsIn this subsection we extend the notions of variants, instances and generalisations, familiarfor ordinary atoms, to characteristic trees and atoms.Henceforth, we will use symbols like �, � (possibly annotated by some subscript)30



to refer to strict and �, � to refer to non-strict partial orders. We will use either\directionality" as is convenient in the context. Remember that, given a non-strict partialorder �, we will use the associated equivalence relation � and strict partial order �, asde�ned in Section 3.4.For ordinary atoms, A1 � A2 will denote that A1 is more general than A2. We willnow de�ne a similar notion for characteristic atoms along with an operator to computethe most speci�c generalisation. In a �rst attempt one might use the concretisationfunction to that end, i.e. one could say that (A; �A) is more general than (B; �B) i�P (A; �A) � P (B; �B). The problem with this de�nition, from a practical point ofview, is that this notion is undecidable in general and a most speci�c generalisation isuncomputable. For instance P (A; �) = P (A; �[f�g) holds i� for every instance of A, thelast goal associated with � �nitely fails. Deciding this is equivalent to the halting problem.We will therefore present a safe but computable approximation of the above notion, forwhich a most speci�c generalisation can be easily computed and which has some niceproperties in the context of a partial deduction algorithm (see e.g. De�nition 4.21 below).We �rst de�ne an ordering on characteristic trees. In that context, the followingnotation will prove to be useful: prefix(�) = f� j 9 such that � 2 �g.De�nition 4.4 Let �1; �2 be characteristic trees. We say that �1 is more general than �2,and denote this by �1 �� �2, i�1. � 2 �1 ) � 2 prefix(�2) and2. �0 2 �2 ) 9� 2 prefix(f�0g) such that � 2 �1.Note that �� is a non-strict partial order on the set of characteristic trees and that�1 �� �2 is equivalent to saying that �2 can be obtained from �1 by attaching sub-trees tothe leaves of �1.Example 4.5 Given �1 = fh1 � 3ig, �2 = fh1 � 3; 2 � 4ig and �3 = fh1 � 3i; h1 � 4ig wehave that �1 �� �2 and �1 �� �2 but not that �1 �� �3 nor �2 �� �3. We also have thatfhig �� �1 but not that ; �� �1. In fact, fhig �� � holds for any � 6= ;, while ; �� � onlyholds for � = ;. Also � �� fhig only holds for � = fhig and � �� ; only holds for � = ;.The next two lemmas respectively establish a form of anti-symmetry as well as tran-sitivity of the order relation on characteristic trees.Lemma 4.6 Let �1; �2 be two characteristic trees. Then �1 �� �2 and �2 �� �1 i� �1 = �2.Proof The if part is obvious because � and �0 can be taken as pre�xes of themselves forthe two points of De�nition 4.4.For the only-if part, let us suppose that �1 �� �2 and �2 �� �1 but �1 6= �2. Thismeans that there must be a characteristic path � in �1 which is not in �2 (otherwise wereverse the roles of �1 and �2). We know however by point 1 of De�nition 4.4 that anextension �x = � of p must be in �2, as well as by point 2 of the same de�nition thata pre�x �s of � must be in �2. Therefore �2 contains the paths �x and �s, where �x 6= �sand �x = �s 0. But this is impossible by Lemma 3.20. 231



Lemma 4.7 Let �1; �2 and �3 be characteristic trees. If �1 �� �2 and �2 �� �3 then�1 �� �3.Proof Immediate from De�nition 4.4 because a pre�x of a pre�x remains a pre�x. 2Lemma 4.8 Let �1; �2 be two non-empty characteristic trees. Then there exists a uniquemost speci�c generalisation of �1 and �2, denoted by msg(�1; �2), obtained by taking thelargest common initial subtree of �1 and �2:� � 2 msg(�1; �2) i�{ � 2 prefix(�1) ^ � 2 prefix(�2){ 6 9�00 such that ��00 2 prefix(�1) ^ ��00 2 prefix(�2).Proof First, � = msg(�1; �2) is a generalisation of both �1 and �2. Indeed, if � 2 �then, by de�nition of msg(�1; �2), point 1 of De�nition 4.4 is veri�ed. For point 2 itsu�ces to notice that hi is both in prefix(�1) and in prefix(�2) because �1 and �2 arenot empty. Therefore, given �0 2 �1 (respectively �2), the largest pre�x of �0 whichis both in prefix(�1) and in prefix(�2) must exist and trivially satis�es the last pointof the de�nition of msg(�1; �2). Hence point 2 of De�nition 4.4 is also satis�ed for �1(respectively �2).� = msg(�1; �2) is also a most speci�c generalisation because any further extensionof � must, by de�nition, have a path which is not in prefix(�1) or prefix(�2) and cantherefore not be more general than both �1 and �2.Also, any characteristic tree � 0 which is not a common initial subtree of �1 and �2(i.e. is incomparable with � according to �� ) is not more general than �1 and �2, becauseboth �1 and �2 must be obtained from � 0 by attaching sub-trees to the leaves. Hence themost speci�c generalisation is unique. 2If both �1 = ; and �2 = ; then ; is the unique most speci�c generalisation and wetherefore de�ne msg(;; ;) = ;. Only in case one of the characteristic trees is empty whilethe other is not, do we leave the msg unde�ned.Example 4.9 Given �1 = fh1 � 3ig, �2 = fh1 � 3; 2 � 4ig, �3 = fh1 � 3i; h1 � 4ig, �4 =fh1�3; 2�4i; h1�3; 2�5ig, we have that msg(�1; �2) = �1, msg(�1; �3) = msg(�2; �3) = fhigand msg(�2; �4) = �1.De�nition 4.10 A characteristic atom (A1; �1) is more general than another character-istic atom (A2; �2), denoted by (A1; �1) �ca (A2; �2), i� A1 � A2 and �1 �� �2. Also(A1; �1) is said to be a variant of (A2; �2) i� (A1; �1) �ca (A2; �2).The following proposition shows that the above de�nition safely approximates theoptimal but impractical \more general" de�nition based on the set of concretisations.Proposition 4.11 Let (A; �A), (B; �B) be two characteristic atoms. If (A; �A) �ca (B; �B)then P (A; �A) � P (B; �B). 32



Proof Let C be a precise concretisation of (B; �B). By De�nition 3.3, there must be anunfolding rule U such that chtree( C; P; U) = �B. By De�nition 4.4, �B is obtainedby attaching subtrees to the leaves of �A and therefore, for some unfolding rule U 0 whichunfolds less than U , we must have that chtree( C; P; U 0) = �A. Furthermore, byDe�nition 4.10, B is an instance of A and therefore C is also an instance of A. We canconclude that C is also a precise concretisation of (A; �A). In other words, any preciseconcretisation of (B; �B) is also a precise concretisation of (A; �A). The result for generalconcretisations follows immediately from this by De�nition 3.3. 2The converse of the above proposition does of course not hold. Take the memberprogram from Example 2.9 and let A = member(a; [a]), � = fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2ig and � 0 =fh1 � 1ig. Then P (A; �) = P (A; � 0) = fmember(a; [a])g (because the resolvent  member(a; []) associated with h1 � 2i fails �nitely) but neither (A; �) �ca (A; � 0) nor(A; � 0) �ca (A; �) hold.The following is an immediate corollary of the previous proposition.Corollary 4.12 Let P be a program and CA, CB be two characteristic atoms such thatCA �ca CB. If CB is a P -characteristic atom then so is CA.Finally, we extend the notion of most speci�c generalisation (msg) to characteristicatoms:De�nition 4.13 Let (A1; �1), (A2; �2) be two characteristic atoms such that msg(�1; �2)is de�ned. Then msg((A1; �1); (A2; �2)) = (msg(A1; A2); msg(�1; �2)).Note that the above msg for characteristic atoms is still unique up to variable renaming.Its further extension to sets of characteristic atoms (rather than just pairs) is straight-forward, and will not be included explicitly.4.3.2 Well-Quasi Ordering of Characteristic Atoms.We now proceed to introduce another order relation on characteristic atoms. It will beinstrumental in guaranteing termination of the re�ned partial deduction method to bepresented.De�nition 4.14 A poset V;�V is called well-quasi-ordered (wqo) i� for any in�nitesequence of elements e1; e2; : : : in V there are i < j such that ei �V ej . We also say that�V is a well-quasi order (wqo) on V .An interesting wqo is the homeomorphic embedding relation � . It has been adaptedfrom [16, 17], where it is used in the context of term rewriting systems, for use in super-compilation in [65]. Its usefulness as a stop criterion for partial evaluation is also discussedand advocated in [50]. Some complexity results can be found in [66] (also summarised in[50]).Recall that expressions are formulated using the alphabet AP which we implicitlyassume underlying the programs and queries under consideration. Remember that it maycontain symbols occurring in no program and query but that it contains only �nitely manyconstant, function and predicate symbols. The latter property is of crucial importancefor some of the propositions and proofs below. In Section 5.1 we will present a way tolift this restriction. 33



De�nition 4.15 The homeomorphic embedding relation � on expressions is de�nedinductively as follows:1. X � Y for all variables X; Y2. s � f(t1; : : : ; tn) if s � ti for some i3. f(s1; : : : ; sn)� f(t1; : : : ; tn) if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : si � ti.Example 4.16 We have: p(a)� p(f(a)), X � X , p(X)� p(f(Y )), p(X;X)� p(X; Y )and p(X; Y )� p(X;X).Proposition 4.17 The relation � is a wqo on the set of expressions over a �nite alphabet.Proof (Proofs similar to this one are standard in the literature. We include it forcompleteness.) We �rst need the following concept from [17]. Let � be a relation on aset S of functors (of arity � 0). Then the embedding extension of � is a relation �emb onterms constructed (only) from the functors in S which is inductively de�ned as follows:1. s �emb f(t1; : : : ; tn) if s �emb ti for some i2. f(s1; : : : ; sn) �emb g(t1; : : : ; tn) if f � g and 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : si �emb ti.We de�ne the relation � on the set S = V [ F of symbols, containing the (in�nite)set of variables V and the (�nite) set of functors and predicates F , as the least relationsatisfying:� x � y if x 2 V ^ y 2 V� f � f if f 2 FThis relation is a wqo on S (because F is �nite) and hence by Kruskal's theorem (see[17]), its embedding extension to terms, �emb, which is by de�nition identical to � , is awqo on the set of expressions. 2The intuition behind De�nition 4.15 is that when some structure re-appears within alarger one, it is homeomorphically embedded by the latter. As is argued in [50] and [65],this provides a good starting point for detecting growing structures created by possiblynon-terminating processes.However, as can be observed in Example 4.16, the homeomorphic embedding relation� as de�ned in De�nition 4.15 is rather crude wrt variables. In fact, all variables aretreated as if they were the same variable, a practice which is clearly undesirable in a logicprogramming context. Intuitively, in the above example, p(X; Y )� p(X;X) is acceptable,while p(X;X)� p(X; Y ) is not.6To remedy the problem, we re�ne the above introduced homeomorphic embedding asfollows:De�nition 4.18 Let A;B be expressions. Then B (strictly homeomorphically) embedsA, written as A �� B, i� A� B and A is not a strict instance of B.6p(X;X) can be seen as standing for something like and(eq(X;Y ); p(X;Y )) which clearly embedsp(X;Y ), but the reverse does not hold. 34



Example 4.19 We now have that p(X; Y )�� p(X;X) but not p(X;X)�� p(X; Y ). Notethat still X �� Y and X �� X .Theorem 4.20 The relation �� is a wqo on the set of expressions over a �nite alphabet.Proof In Appendix B 2We now extend the embedding relation of De�nition 4.18 to characteristic atoms.Notice that the relation �� is not a wqo on characteristic trees, even in the context of agiven �xed program P . For example, take a look at the in�nite sequence of characteristictrees depicted in Figure 4. None of these trees is an instance of any other tree.One way to obtain a wqo is to �rst de�ne a term representation of characteristic treesand then use the embedding relation �� with this term representation.De�nition 4.21 By d:e we denote a total mapping from characteristic trees to terms(expressible in some �nite alphabet) such that:� �1 �� �2 ) d�1e � d�2e (i.e. d:e is strictly monotonic) and� d�1e �� d�2e ) msg(�1; �2) is de�ned.The following proposition establishes that such a mapping d:e actually exists.Proposition 4.22 A function d:e satisfying De�nition 4.21 exists.Proof In Appendix C. The di�cult part is to ensure strict monotonicity. The \trick"is to represent leaves of the characteristic trees by variables. 2From now on we will �x d:e to be one particular mapping satisfying De�nition 4.21.De�nition 4.23 Let (A1; �1); (A2; �2) be characteristic atoms. We say that (A2; �2)embeds (A1; �1), denoted by (A1; �1)� �ca (A2; �2), i� A1 �� A2 and d�1e � � d�2e.Proposition 4.24 Let A be a set of P -characteristic atoms. Then A;��ca is well-quasi-ordered.Proof Let E be the set of expressions in the �nite alphabet AP . By Theorem 4.20, � �is a wqo on E . Let F be the set of functors consisting of just one binary functor ca=2as well as all the elements of E as constant symbols. Let us extend � � to F by (only)adding that ca � � ca. � � is still a wqo on F , and hence, by Kruskal's theorem (seee.g. [17]), its embedding extension (see proof of Proposition 4.17) to terms constructedfrom F is also a wqo. Let us also restrict ourselves to terms ca(A; T ) constructed byusing this functor exactly once such that A is an atom and T the representation of somecharacteristic tree. For this very special case, the embedding extension � �emb of � �coincides with De�nition 4.23 (i.e. ca(A1; d�1e)��emb ca(A2; d�2e) i� (A1; �1)��ca (A2; �2))and hence A;��ca is well-quasi-ordered. 235



4.4 Global Trees and Characteristic AtomsIn this subsection, we adapt and instantiate the m-tree concept presented in [54] accordingto our particular needs in this paper.De�nition 4.25 A global tree P for a program P is a (�nitely branching) tree wherenodes can be either marked or unmarked and each node carries a label which is a P -characteristic atom.In other words, a node in a global tree P will look like (n;mark; CA), where n is thenode identi�er, mark an indicator that can take the values m or u designating whetherthe node is marked or unmarked, and the P -characteristic atom CA is the node's label.Informally, a marked node corresponds to a characteristic atom which has already beentreated by the partial deduction algorithm.In the sequel, we consider a global tree  partially ordered through the usual rela-tionship between nodes: ancestor node > descendent node. Given a node n 2 , wedenote by Anc(n) the set of its  ancestor nodes (including itself).We now introduce the notion of a global tree being well-quasi-ordered, and subse-quently prove that it provides a su�cient condition for �niteness. Let P be a globaltree. Then we will henceforth denote as LP the set of its labels. And for a given noden in a tree , we will refer to its label by ln.De�nition 4.26 Let  be a global tree. Then we de�ne its associated label mapping fas the injective (i.e. one-to-one) mapping f : (;>)! (L;��ca) such that n 7! ln. fwill be called quasi-monotonic i� 8n1; n2 n1 > n2 ) ln1 6� �caln2 .De�nition 4.27 We call a global tree  well-quasi-ordered if f is quasi-monotonic.Theorem 4.28 A global tree  is �nite if it is well-quasi-ordered.Proof Assume that  is not �nite. Then it contains (K�onig's Lemma) at least onein�nite branch n1 > n2 > : : :. Consider the corresponding in�nite sequence of elementsln1 ; ln2; : : : 2 L ;��ca. From Proposition 4.24, we know that L ;��ca is wqo and therefore,there must exist lni ; lnj ; i < j in the above mentioned sequence such that lni � �ca lnj . Butthis implies that f is not quasi-monotonic. 24.5 A Tree Based AlgorithmIn this subsection, concluding Section 4, we present the actual re�ned partial deductionalgorithm where global control is imposed through characteristic atoms in a global tree.A formal description of the algorithm can be found in Figure 9. Please note that it isparametrised by an unfolding rule U , thus leaving the particulars of local control unspec-i�ed. As for Algorithm 3.27, we need the notation chatom(A; P; U) (see De�nition 3.26).Also, without loss of generality, we suppose the initial goal to consist of a single atom.As in e.g. [19, 54] (but unlike Algorithm 3.27), Algorithm 4.29 does not output a spe-cialised program, but rather a set of (characteristic) atoms from which the actual code canbe generated in a straightforward way. Most of the algorithm is self-explanatory, exceptperhaps the For-loop. In B, all the characteristic atoms are assembled, corresponding36



Algorithm 4.29Inputa normal program P and goal  AOutputa set of characteristic atoms AInitialisation := f(1; u; (A; �A))gWhile  contains an unmarked leaf dolet n be such an unmarked leaf in : (n; u; (An; �An))mark nB := fchatom(B; P; U)jB 2 BAP (An; �An)gFor all CAB 2 B doremove CAB from BIf H = fCAC 2 Anc(n)jCAC ��ca CABg = ;Then add (nB; u; CAB) to  as a child of nElse If fCAD 2 Anc(n)jCAD �ca CABg = ;Then add msg(H [ fCABg) to BEndforEndwhileA := L Figure 9: Partial deduction with global trees.to the atoms occurring in the leaves of the SLDNF-tree built (locally, of course) for ALaccording to �AL . Elements of B are subsequently inserted into  as (unmarked) childnodes of L if they do not embed the label of n or any of its ancestor nodes. If one does,and it is a variant of n's label or that of an ancestor of n, then it is simply not added to .(Note that one can change to an instance test by simply replacing �ca by �ca.) Finally,if a characteristic atom CAB 2 B does embed an ancestor label, but there is no variantto be found labelling any of the ancestor nodes, then the most speci�c generalisation Mof CAB and all embedded ancestor labels H is re-inserted into B. The latter case is ofcourse the most interesting: Simply adding a node labelled CAB would violate the well-quasi ordering of the tree and thus endanger termination. Calculating the msg M (whichalways exists by the conditions of De�nition 4.21) and trying to add it instead secures�niteness, as proven below, while trying to preserve as much information as seems possible(see however Sections 4.6 and 5). Note that, similarly to CAB , we cannot add the msgM directly to the tree because this might produce a tree which is not well-quasi ordered(and termination would also be endangered). Indeed, although by generalising CAB intoM we are actually sure that M will not embed any characteristic atom in H (for a proofof this property see [45]) it might embed other characteristic atoms in the tree. Take forexample a branch in a global tree which contains the characteristic atoms (p(f(a)); �) and(p(X); �). Then CAB = (p(f(f(a))); �) embeds (p(f(a)); �) but not (p(X); �). Thus H= f(p(f(a)); �)g and msg(f(p(f(a)); �); (p(f(f(a))); �)g) = (p(f(X)); �), which no longer37



embeds (p(f(a)); �) but now embeds (p(X); �)! So, to ensure that the global tree remainswell-quasi ordered it is important to re-check the msg for embeddings before adding it tothe global tree.We obtain the following theorems:Theorem 4.30 Algorithm 4.29 always terminates.Proof Upon each iteration of the while-loop in Algorithm 4.29, exactly one node in  ismarked, and zero or more (unmarked) nodes are added to . Moreover, Algorithm 4.29never deletes a node from , neither does it ever \unmark" a marked node. Hence, sinceall branchings are �nite, non-termination of the algorithm must result in the constructionof an in�nite branch. It is therefore su�cient to argue that after every iteration of thewhile-loop,  is a wqo global tree.First, this holds after initialisation. Also, obviously, a global tree will be converted intoa new global tree through the while-loop. Now, a while-iteration adds zero or more,but �nitely many, child nodes to a particular leaf n in the tree, thus creating a (�nite)number of new branches that are extensions of the old branch leading to n. We prove thaton all of the new branches, f is quasi-monotonic. The branch extensions are actuallyconstructed in the for-loop, (at most) one for every element of B. So, let us take anarbitrary characteristic atom CAB 2 B, then there are three cases to consider:1. Either CAB does not embed any label on the branch (up) to (and including) n. Itis then added in a fresh leaf. Obviously, f will be quasi-monotonic on the newlycreated branch.2. Or some such label is embedded, but there is also a variant (or more general respec-tively, in case an instance test is used) label already in some node on the branch ton. Then, no corresponding leaf is inserted in the tree, and there is nothing left toprove.3. Or, �nally, some labels on the branch are embedded, but none are variants (ormore general respectively). We then calculate the msg M of CAB and all7 thelabels H = fL1; : : : ; Lkg on the branch it embeds. In that case, M must be strictlymore general than CAB. Indeed, if M would be a variant of CAB then CAB mustbe more general than all the elements in H (by property of the msg), and evenstrictly more general because no ancestor was found of which it was a variant (orinstance respectively). This is in contradiction with the de�nition of ��, whichrequires that each Li is not a strict instance of CAB for Li�� CAB to hold. (Moreprecisely, given Li = (Ai; �i) and CAB = (AB; �B), Li �� CAB implies that Ai isnot a strict instance of AB and that d�ie is not a strict instance of d�Be; the latterimplies, by strict monotonicity8 of d:e that �i is not a strict instance of �B and thus,by De�nition 4.10, we have that Li is not a strict instance of CAB.) So in thisstep we have not modi�ed the tree (and it remains wqo), but replaced an atom inB by a strictly more general one, which we can do only �nitely many times (byLemma 3.30) and thus termination of the for-loop is ensured.7The algorithm would also terminate if we only pick one such label at every step.8The proof actually also goes through if d:e is not strictly monotonic but just satis�es that whenever�i is a strict instance of �B then �i 6���B . 38



Note that this is not true for the � relation, i.e. the algorithm could loop if we useit instead of � �. For example take a global tree having the single node (p(X;X); �)and where we try to add B = f(p(X; Y ); �)g. Now we have that p(X;X)� p(X; Y )and msg(f(p(X;X); �); (p(X; Y ); �)g) = (p(X; Y ); �) and we have a loop. 2Theorem 4.31 Let P be a program, input to Algorithm 4.29, and A the correspondingset of characteristic atoms produced as output. Then A is P -covered.Proof First, it is straightforward to prove that throughout the execution of Algo-rithm 4.29, any unmarked node in  must be a leaf. It therefore su�ces to show that aftereach while-loop iteration, only unmarked leaves in  possibly carry a non-covered label.9Trivially, this property holds after initialisation. Now, in the while-loop, one unmarkedleaf n is selected and marked. The for-loop then precisely proceeds to incorporate (un-marked leaf) nodes into  such that all body atoms of n's label are concretisations of atleast one label in the new, extended . 2The correctness of the specialisation now follows from Theorem 3.16 presented earlier.4.6 Further ImprovementsUnlike ecological partial deduction as presented in Section 3.4, Algorithm 4.29 will ob-viously often output several characteristic atoms with the same characteristic tree (eachgiving rise to a di�erent specialised version of the same original predicate de�nition).Such \duplicated" polyvariance is however superuous (in the context of simply runningthe resulting program) when it increases neither local nor global precision. As far as pre-serving local precision is concerned, matters are simple: One procedure per characteristictree is what you want. The case of global precision is slightly more complicated: Gen-eralising atoms with identical characteristic trees might lead to the occurrence of moregeneral atoms in the leaves of the associated local tree. In other words, we might loosesubsequent instantiation at the global level, possibly leading to a di�erent and less preciseset of characteristic atoms.The polyvariance reducing post-processing that we propose in this section thereforeavoids the latter phenomenon. In order to obtain the desired e�ect, it basically collapsesand generalises several characteristic atoms with the same characteristic tree only if thisdoes not modify the global specialisation. To that end we number the body atoms ofeach characteristic atom and then label the arcs of the global tree with the number of thebody atom it refers to. We then try to collapse nodes with identical characteristic treesusing the well-known algorithm for minimisation of �nite state automata [1, 29]: we startby putting all characteristic atoms with the same characteristic tree into the same class,and subsequently split these classes if corresponding body atoms fall into di�erent classes.As stated in [29], the complexity of this algorithm is O(kn2) where n is the maximumnumber of states (in our case the number of characteristic atoms) and k the number ofsymbols (in our case the maximum number of body atoms).The following example illustrates the use of this minimisation algorithm for removingsuperuous polyvariance.9I.e. a label with at least one body atom (in P ) that is not a concretisation of any label in .39



Example 4.32 Let us return to the member program of Example 2.9:(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )(3) t(T ) member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]);member(b; T)Suppose that after executing Algorithm 4.29 we obtain the following set of characteristicatoms A = f(member(b; L); �); (member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]); �); (member(a; [b; c; djT ]); � 0);(member(a; L); �), (t(T ); fh1�3ig)gwhere � = fh1�1i; h1�2ig and � 0 = fh1�2; 1�2; 1�2ig.Depending on the particular renaming function, a partial deduction of P wrt A will looklike: mema;[a;b;c;d](T ) mema;[a;b;c;d](T ) mema;[b;c;d](T )mema;[b;c;d](T ) mema(T )mema([ajT ]) mema([Y jT ]) mema(T )memb([bjT ]) memb([Y jT ]) memb(T )t(T ) mema;[a;b;c;d](T ); memb(T )The labelled version of the corresponding global tree can be found in Figure 10. Adaptingthe algorithm from [1, 29] to our needs, we start out by generating three classes (one foreach characteristic tree) of states:� C1 = f(member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]); �); (member(a;L); �);(member(b; L); �)g,� C2 = f(member(a; [b; c; djT ]); � 0)g and� C3 = f(t(T ); fh1 � 3ig)g.The class C1 must be further split, as the state (member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]); �) has a tran-sition via the label #1 to a state of C2 while the other states of C1, (member(a; L); �)and (member(b; L); �), do not. This means that by actually collapsing all elements ofC1 we would lose subsequent specialisation at the global level (namely the pruning andpre-computation that is performed within (member(a; [b; c; djT ]); � 0)).We now obtain the following 4 classes:� C2 = f(member(a; [b; c; djT ]); � 0)g,� C3 = f(t(T ); fh1 � 3ig)g,� C4 = f(member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]); �)g and� C5 = f(member(a; L); �); (member(b; L); �)g.The only class that might be further split is C5, but both states of C5 have transitionswith identical labels leading to the same classes, i.e. no specialisation will be lost bycollapsing the class. We can thus generate one characteristic atom per class (by takingthe msg of the atom parts and keeping the characteristic tree component). The resulting,minimised program is thus:mema;[a;b;c;d](T ) mema;[a;b;c;d](T ) mema;[b;c;d](T )mema;[b;c;d](T ) memx(a; T )memx(X; [X jT ]) memx(X; [Y jT ]) memx(X; T )t(T ) mema;[a;b;c;d](T ); memx(b; T ) 40



�(member(a; T ); � )#1?? �(t(T ); fh1 � 3ig)?� #2#1(member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]); � )(member(a; [b; c; djT ]); � 0)#1#1 (member(b; T ); � )#1Figure 10: Labelled global tree of Example 4.32 before post-processing?? � (t(T ); fh1 � 3ig)�������= � #2#1(member(a; [a; b; c; djT ]); � )(member(a; [b; c; djT ]); � 0)#1#1(member(X;T ); � )#1Figure 11: Labelled global tree of Example 4.32 after post-processingA similar use of this minimisation algorithm is made in [70] and [62]. The formeraims at minimising polyvariance in the context of multiple specialisation by optimisingcompilers. The latter, in a somewhat di�erent context, studies polyvariant parallelisationand specialisation of logic programs based on abstract interpretation.Upon close inspection, Algorithm 4.29 itself might be made more precise by choos-ing another, less general, label to insert upon generalisation. As it currently stands,the algorithm computes the msg of the characteristic atom to be added and the labelsof all its embedded (future) ancestors. Now, there may be less general generalisationsof (B; �B) that likewise do not embed any ancestor label, and can therefore be addedsafely and correctly instead of (B; �B). For example, given H = f(p(a; b); �B)g andB = p(f(a); f(b)), the atom part of msg(H [ f(B; �B)g) is p(X; Y ). However, bothp(f(X); f(b)) and p(f(a); f(Y )) are more speci�c generalisations of B that neverthelessdo not embed p(a; b). A similar consideration applies to the case where no node is addedsince some ancestor carries a label, more general than (B; �B). To what extent such re-�nements would signi�cantly inuence the specialisation potential, and, if so, whether itis actually possible to incorporate them into a concrete algorithm, are topics for futureresearch.One further possibility for improvement lies in re�ning the ordering relation �ca oncharacteristic atoms and the related msg operator, so that they more precisely capturethe intuitive, but uncomputable order based on the set of concretisations. One couldalso try to use an altogether more accurate abstraction operator than taking an msg on41



characteristic atoms. For instance, one can endeavour to extend the constraint basedabstraction operator proposed in [41] to normal programs and arbitrary unfolding rules.This would probably result in a yet (slightly) more precise abstraction, causing a yetsmaller global precision loss. Finally, one might also try to incorporate more detailede�ciency and cost estimations into the global control, e.g. based on [14, 15], in orderto analyse the trade-o� between improved specialisation and increased polyvariance andcode size.5 Experimental Results and Discussion5.1 SystemsIn this section we present an implementation of the ideas of the preceding sections, aswell as an extensive set of experiments which highlight the practical bene�ts of the im-plementation over existing partial deduction systems.The system which integrates the ideas of this paper, called ecce, is publicly availablein [40] and is actually an implementation of a generic version of Algorithm 4.29 whichallows the advanced user to change and even implement e.g. the unfolding rule as wellas the abstraction operator and non-termination detection method. For instance, byadapting the settings of ecce, one can obtain exactly Algorithm 4.29. But one can alsosimulate a (global tree oriented) version of Algorithm 3.27 using depth bounds to ensuretermination.All unfolding rules of ecce were complemented by simple more speci�c resolutionsteps in the style of sp [18]. Constructive negation (see [7],[26]) has not yet been incorpo-rated, but the selection of ground negative literals is allowed. Post-processing removal ofunnecessary polyvariance, using the algorithm outlined in Section 4.6, determinate post-unfolding as well as redundant argument �ltering (see [47]) were enabled throughout theexperiments discussed below.The ecce system also handles a lot of Prolog built-ins, like for instance =, is, <,=<, <, >=, nonvar, ground, number, atomic, call, n==, n=. All built-ins are supposedto be declarative (e.g. the built-in ground is supposed to be delayed until its argumentis ground). The method presented in this paper is extended by also registering built-ins in the characteristic trees. The only problematic aspect is that, when generalisingbuilt-ins which generate bindings (like is/2 or =../2 but unlike >/2 or </2) and whichare no longer executable after generalisation, these built-ins have to be removed fromthe generalised characteristic tree (i.e. they are no longer selected). With that, theconcretisation de�nition for characteristic atoms scales up and the technique will ensurecorrect specialisation. It should also be possible to incorporate the if-then-else intocharacteristic trees (and then use a specialisation technique similar to [38]).Also, the embedding relation � of De�nition 4.15 (and the relations �� and ��cabased on it) has to be adapted. Indeed, some built-ins (like = ::=2 or is=2) can beused to dynamically construct in�nitely many new constants and functors and thus �is no longer a wqo. To remedy this, the constants and functors are partitioned into thestatic ones, occurring in the original program and the partial deduction query, and thedynamic ones. (This approach is also used in [63, 64].) The set of dynamic constants andfunctors is possibly in�nite, and we will therefore treat it like the in�nite set of variablesin De�nition 4.15 by adding the following rule to the ecce system:42



f(s1; : : : ; sm)� g(t1; : : : ; tn) if both f and g are dynamicWe present benchmarks using 3 di�erent settings of ecce, hereafter called ecce-d,ecce-x-10 and ecce-x. The settings ecce-d and ecce-x use Algorithm 4.29, witha di�erent unfolding rule, while ecce-x-10 uses a (global tree oriented) version of Al-gorithm 3.27 with a depth bound of 10 to ensure termination. We also compare withmixtus[64, 63], paddy [59] and sp [18, 19], of which the following versions have beenused: mixtus 0.3.3, the version of paddy delivered with eclipse 3.5.1 and a version ofsp dating from September 25th, 1995.Basically, the above mentioned systems use two di�erent unfolding rules :� \mixtus-like " unfolding: This is the unfolding strategy explained in [64, 63] whichin general unfolds deeply enough to solve the \fully unfoldable" problems10 but alsohas safeguards against excessive unfolding and code explosion. It requires however anumber of ad hoc settings. (In the future, we plan experiments with unfolding alongthe lines of [52] which is free of such elements.) For instance for ecce-x and ecce-x-10 we used the settings (see [64]) max rec = 2, max depth = 2, maxfinite = 7,maxnondeterm = 10 and only allowed non-determinate unfolding when no userpredicates were to the left of the selected literal. The method ecce-x-10 was alsocomplemented by a level 10 depth bound. For mixtus and paddy we used therespective default settings of the systems. Note that the \mixtus-like" unfoldingof ecce, mixtus and paddy di�er slightly from each other, probably due to somedetails not outlined or fully explained in [64, 59] as well as the fact that the di�erentglobal control regimes inuence the behaviour of the \mixtus-like" local control.� Determinate unfolding: Only (except once) select atoms that match a single clausehead. The strategy is re�ned with a so-called \look-ahead" to detect failure at adeeper level (see e.g. [19, 18]). This approach is used by ecce-d and sp.115.2 ExperimentsThe benchmark programs are taken from [40], short descriptions can be found in Ap-pendix A. In addition to the \Lam & Kusalik" benchmarks (originally in [36]) theycontain a whole set of more involved and practical examples, like e.g. a model-eliminationtheorem prover and a meta-interpreter for an imperative language.For the experimentation, we tried to be as realistic as possible and measure what anormal user sees. In particular, we did not count the number of inferences, the cost ofwhich varies a lot, or some other abstract measure, but the actual execution time andsize of compiled code. The results are summarised in Table 1 while the full details canbe found in Tables 2 and 3. Further details and explanations about the benchmarks arelisted below:� Transformation times (TT):The transformation times of ecce and mixtus also include time to write to �le.Time for sp does not and for paddy we do not know. We briey explain the use of1 in the tables:10I.e. those problems for which normal evaluation terminates.11Note however that the unfolding used by sp does not seem to fully conform to determinate unfolding(look e.g. at the results for the benchmark depth:lam below).43



� 1, sp: this means real non-termination� 1, mixtus: heap overow after 20 minutes� 1, paddy: thorough system crash after 2 minutesIn Tables 2 and 3, the transformation times (TT) are expressed in seconds whilethe total transformation time in Table 1 is expressed in minutes (on a Sparc Classicrunning under Solaris, except for paddy which for technical reasons had to be runon a Sun 4).It seems that the latest version 0.3.6 of mixtus does terminate for the missionariesexample, but we did not yet have time to redo the experiments. paddy and spdid not terminate for one other example (memo-solve and imperative.power respec-tively) when we accidentally used not instead of n+ (not is not de�ned in SICStusProlog; paddy and sp follow this convention and interpreted not as an unde�ned,failing predicate). After changing to n+, both systems terminated.� Runtimes (RT) of the specialised code:The timings are not obtained via a loop with an overhead but via special Prolog�les, generated automatically by ecce. These �les call the original and specialisedprograms directly (i.e. without overhead), at least 100 times for the respective run-time queries. The timings were obtained via the time=2 predicate of Prolog byBIM 4.0.12 on a Sparc Classic under Solaris. Runtimes in Tables 2 and 3 are givenrelative to the runtimes of the original programs. In computing averages and totals,the time and size of the original program were taken in case of non-termination (i.e.we did not punish mixtus, paddy and sp for the non-termination). The totalspeedups are obtained by the formula nPni=1 speciorigiwhere n is the number of benchmarks and speci and origi are the absolute executiontimes of the specialised and original programs respectively. In Table 1 the column for\FU" holds the total speedup for the fully unfoldable benchmarks (see Appendix A)while the column for \Not FU" holds the total speedup for the benchmarks whichare not fully unfoldable.All timings were for renamed queries, except for the original and for sp (which doesnot rename the top-level query | this puts sp at a disadvantage of about 10% inaverage for speed but at an advantage for code size). Note that paddy systemati-cally included the original program and the specialised part could only be called ina renamed style. We removed the original program whenever possible and added 1clause which allows calling the specialised program also in an unrenamed style (justlike mixtus and ecce). The latter was not actually used in the benchmarks butavoids distortions in the code size �gures (wrt mixtus and ecce).� Size of the specialised code:The compiled code size was obtained via statistics=4 and is expressed in units, were1 unit = 4.08 bytes (in the current implementation of Prolog by BIM).44



System Total Worst FU Not FU Total Code Total TTSpeedup Speedup Speedup Speedup Size (in KB) (in min)ecce-d 1.90 0.85 2.57 1.74 166.69 2.64ecce-x-10 2.13 0.79 7.07 1.71 224.35 112.72ecce-x 2.51 0.92 8.36 2.02 136.17 2.70mixtus 2.08 0.65 8.13 1.65 152.26 1+2.49paddy 2.08 0.68 8.12 1.65 196.19 1+0.28sp 1.46 0.86 2.08 1.32 182.02 31+1.92Table 1: Short summary of the results (higher speedup and lower code size is better)5.3 Analysing the ResultsThe ecce based systems did terminate on all examples, as would be expected by theresults presented earlier in the paper. To our surprise however, all the existing systems,mixtus, paddy and sp, did not (properly) terminate for at least one benchmark each.(Apparently, a more recent version of mixtus does not exhibit this non-termination, butwe have not been able to verify this.) Even ignoring this fact, the system ecce-x clearlyoutperforms mixtus, paddy and sp, as well for speed as for code size, while having thebest worst case performance. Even though ecce is still a prototype, the transformationtimes are reasonable and usually close to the ones of mixtus. ecce can certainly bespeeded up considerably, maybe even by using the ideas in [60] which help paddy to be(except for one glitch) the fastest system overall.Note that even the system ecce-x-10 based on a depth bound of 10, outperforms theexisting systems for speed of the specialised programs. Its transformation times as wellas the size of the specialised code are not so good. Also note that for some benchmarksthe (ad-hoc) depth bound of 10 was too shallow (e.g. relative) while for others it wastoo deep and resulted in excessive transformation times (e.g. model-elim.app). But byremoving depth bound (ecce-x) we increase the total speedup from 2.13 to 2.51 whiledecreasing the size of the specialised code from 235 KB down to 142 KB. Also the totaltransformation time drastically decreases by a factor of 42. This clearly illustrates thatgetting rid of the depth bound is a very good idea in practice.The di�erence between ecce-d and ecce-x in the resulting speedups shows thatdeterminate unfolding, at least in the context of standard partial deduction, is in generalnot su�cient for fully satisfactory specialisation (see also Section 6). The \mixtus-like"unfolding seems to be a good compromise for standard partial deduction. Also notethat for the not fully unfoldable benchmarks (which for most applications will be thecase: if a benchmark is fully unfoldable one does not need a partial evaluator, normalevaluation would be su�cient) ecce-d actually outperforms mixtus, paddy and sp (butnot ecce-x).In conclusion, the ideas presented in this paper do not only make sense in theory onaccounts of precision and termination, but they also pay o� in practice, resulting in aspecialiser which thoroughly beats some major existing systems on accounts of speed andsize of the specialised programs. 45



ecce-d ecce-x-10 ecce-xBenchmark RT Size TT RT Size TT RT Size TTadvisor 0.47 412 0.79 0.32 809 1.01 0.31 809 0.78contains.kmp 0.83 1363 2.90 0.80 1974 11.53 0.09 685 4.48depth.lam 0.94 1955 1.53 0.06 1802 2.25 0.02 2085 1.91doubleapp 0.98 277 0.61 0.95 216 0.59 0.95 216 0.53ex depth 0.76 1614 2.78 0.32 350 1.73 0.32 350 1.58grammar.lam 0.17 309 1.92 0.14 218 2.27 0.14 218 1.90groundunify.cplx 0.40 9502 25.04 0.53 4511 29.10 0.53 4800 0.75groundunify.smpl 0.25 368 0.78 0.25 368 0.83 0.25 368 22.03imperative.power 0.37 2401 61.28 0.56 1578 18.14 0.54 1578 27.42liftsolve.app 0.06 1179 5.42 0.53 4544 16.70 0.06 1179 6.57liftsolve.db1 0.01 1280 12.95 0.02 2767 22.15 0.02 1326 7.33liftsolve.db2 0.17 4694 14.95 0.47 11303 154.94 0.61 4786 34.25liftsolve.lmkng 1.07 1730 1.70 1.02 2385 3.44 1.02 2385 2.75map.reduce 0.07 507 0.84 0.08 348 0.84 0.08 348 0.86map.rev 0.11 427 0.88 0.13 427 1.02 0.11 427 0.89match.kmp 0.73 639 1.17 0.70 669 1.24 0.70 669 1.23memo-solve 1.17 2318 4.22 1.26 2033 10.56 1.09 2308 4.31missionaries 0.81 2294 4.31 1.03 2927 26.67 0.72 2226 9.21model elim.app 0.63 2100 2.83 0.42 6092 5864.28 0.13 532 3.56regexp.r1 0.50 594 1.29 0.29 435 6.77 0.29 435 0.98regexp.r2 0.55 629 1.29 0.43 1373 8.63 0.51 1159 4.87regexp.r3 0.50 828 1.74 0.48 2041 10.82 0.42 1684 14.92relative.lam 0.82 1074 1.92 0.02 709 506.89 0.00 261 4.06rev acc type 1.00 242 0.70 0.99 2188 22.95 1.00 242 0.83rev acc type.in�ail 0.60 527 0.71 0.55 1503 21.47 0.60 527 0.80ssuply.lam 0.06 262 1.18 0.14 426 7.84 0.06 262 1.18transpose.lam 0.17 2312 2.56 0.18 2312 8.75 0.17 2312 1.98Average 0.40 1550 5.86 0.44 2085 250.50 0.30 1266 6.00Total 14.19 41837 158.29 12.67 56308 6763.41 10.75 34177 161.96Speedup 1.90 2.13 2.51Table 2: ecce Standard Partial Deduction Methods5.4 Further DiscussionReturning to the global control method as laid out in Section 4, one can observe that apossible drawback might be its considerable complexity. Indeed, �rst, ensuring termina-tion through a well-quasi-ordering is structurally much more costly than the alternativeof using a well-founded ordering. The latter only requires comparison with a single \an-cestor" object and can be enforced without any search through \ancestor lists" (see [52]).Testing for well-quasi-ordering, however, unavoidably does entail such searching and re-peated comparisons with several ancestors. Moreover, in our particular case, checking� �ca on characteristic atoms is in itself a quite costly operation, adding to the innatecomplexity of maintaining a well-quasi-ordering. But as the experiments of the previoussubsection show, in practice, the complexity of the transformation does not seem to beall that bad, especially since the experiments were still conducted with a prototype whichwas not yet tuned for transformation speed.As already mentioned earlier, the partial deduction method of [18] was extended in[11] by adorning characteristic trees with a depth-k abstraction of the corresponding46



Mixtus paddy spBenchmark RT Size TT RT Size TT RT Size TTadvisor 0.31 809 0.85 0.31 809 0.10 0.40 463 0.29contains.kmp 0.16 533 2.48 0.11 651 0.55 0.75 985 1.13depth.lam 0.04 1881 4.15 0.02 2085 0.32 0.53 928 0.99doubleapp 1.00 295 0.30 0.98 191 0.08 1.02 160 0.11ex depth 0.40 643 2.40 0.29 1872 0.53 0.27 786 1.35grammar.lam 0.17 841 2.73 0.43 636 0.22 0.15 280 0.71groundunify.cplx 0.67 5227 11.68 0.60 4420 1.53 0.73 4050 2.46groundunify.smpl 0.25 368 0.45 0.25 368 0.13 0.61 407 0.20imperative.power 0.57 2842 5.35 0.58 3161 2.18 0.97 1706 6.97liftsolve.app 0.06 1179 4.78 0.06 1454 0.80 0.23 1577 2.46liftsolve.db1 0.01 1280 5.36 0.02 1280 1.20 0.82 4022 3.95liftsolve.db2 0.31 8149 58.19 0.32 4543 1.60 0.82 3586 3.71liftsolve.lmkng 1.16 2169 4.89 0.98 1967 0.32 1.16 1106 0.37map.reduce 0.68 897 0.17 0.08 498 0.20 0.09 437 0.23map.rev 0.11 897 0.16 0.26 2026 0.37 0.13 351 0.20match.kmp 1.55 467 4.89 0.69 675 0.28 1.08 527 0.49memo-solve 0.60 1493 12.72 1.48 3716 1.70 1.15 1688 3.65missionaries - - 1 - - 1 0.73 16864 82.59model elim.app 0.13 624 5.73 0.10 931 0.90 - - 1regexp.r1 0.20 457 0.73 0.29 417 0.13 0.54 466 0.37regexp.r2 0.82 1916 2.85 0.67 3605 0.63 1.08 1233 0.67regexp.r3 0.60 2393 4.49 1.26 10399 1.35 1.03 1646 1.20relative.lam 0.01 517 7.76 0.00 517 0.42 0.69 917 0.35rev acc type 1.00 497 0.99 0.99 974 0.33 - - 1rev acc type.in�ail 0.97 276 0.77 0.94 480 0.28 - - 1ssuply.lam 0.06 262 0.93 0.08 262 0.08 0.06 231 0.52transpose.lam 0.18 1302 3.89 0.18 1302 0.43 0.26 1267 0.52Average 0.35 1470 5.76 0.35 1894 0.64 0.50 1903 4.81Total 13.00 38214 149.7 12.96 49239 16.7 18.48 45683 115.5Speedup 2.08 2.08 1.46Table 3: Some Existing Systemsatom component. This was done in order to increase the amount of polyvariance so thata (mono-variant) post-processing abstract interpretation phase (detecting useless clauses)can obtain a more precise result. However, this k parameter is of course yet another adhoc depth bound. Our method is free of any such bounds and, without the Section 4.6post-processing, nevertheless obtains a similar e�ect.The above corresponds to adding extra information to characteristic trees. Some-times, however, characteristic trees carry too much information, in the sense that dif-ferent characteristic trees can represent the same local specialisation behaviour. Indeedcharacteristic trees also encode the particular order in which literals are selected and thusdo not take advantage of the independence of the computation rule. A quite simple so-lution to this problem exists: after having performed the local unfolding we just have tonormalise the characteristic trees by imposing a �xed (e.g. left-to-right) computation ruleand delaying the selection of all negative literals to the end. The results and discussionsof this paper remain valid independently of whether this normalisation is applied or not.A similar e�ect can be obtained, in the context of de�nite programs, via the trace termsof [23]. 47



Algorithm 4.29 can also be seen as performing an abstract interpretation on an in-�nite domain of in�nite height (i.e. the ascending chain condition of [9] is not satis�ed)and without a priori limitation of the precision (i.e., if possible, we do not perform anyabstraction at all and obtain simply the concrete results). Very few abstract interpreta-tions of logic programs use in�nite domains of in�nite height (some notable exceptionsare [5, 30, 27]) and to our knowledge all of them have some a priori limitation of theprecision, at least in practice. An adaptation of Algorithm 4.29, with its non ad hoctermination and precise generalisations, might provide a good starting point to introducesimilar features into abstract interpretation methods, where they might prove equallybene�cial.Some additional discussions, further motivating the use of global trees and character-istic atoms, can be found in Appendix D.We conclude this section with a brief discussion on the relation between our globalcontrol and what may be termed thus in supercompilation [67, 68, 65]. (A distinctionbetween local and global control is not yet made in supercompilation, but we feel thatthis situation is likely to change in the near future.) We already pointed out that theinspiration for using � derives from [50] and [65]. In the latter, a generalisation strat-egy for positive supercompilation (no negative information propagation while driving) isproposed. It uses � to compare nodes in a marked partial process tree (a notion roughlycorresponding to marked or global trees in partial deduction). These nodes, however,only contain syntactical information corresponding to ordinary atoms (or rather goals,see Section 6). It is our current understanding that both the addition of something similarto characteristic trees and the use of the re�ned � � embedding can lead to improvementsof the method proposed in [65]. Finally, it is interesting to return to an observationalready made in Section 4 of [54]: Neighbourhoods of order \n", forming the basis forgeneralisation in (full) supercompilation [68], are essentially the same as classes of atoms(or goals) with an identical depth n characteristic tree. Adapting our technique to thesupercompilation setting would therefore probably allow to remove the depth bound onneighbourhoods.6 Conclusion and Future WorkIn the �rst part of this paper we have presented a new framework and a new algorithm forpartial deduction. The framework and the algorithm can handle normal logic programsand place no restrictions on the unfolding rule. We provided general correctness resultsfor the framework as well as correctness and termination proofs for the algorithm. Also,the abstraction operator of the algorithm preserves the characteristic trees of the atoms tobe specialised and ensures termination (when the number of distinct characteristic treesis bounded) while providing a �ne grained control of polyvariance. All this is achievedwithout using constraints in the partial deduction process.In the second part of the paper, we have �rst identi�ed the problems of imposinga depth bound on characteristic trees (or neighbourhoods for that matter) using somepractical and realistic examples. We have then developed an even more sophisticated on-line global control technique for partial deduction of normal logic programs. Importingand adapting m-trees from [54], we have overcome the need for a depth bound on char-acteristic trees to guarantee termination of partial deduction. Plugging in a depth bound48



free local control strategy (see e.g. [6, 52]), we thus obtain a fully automatic, concretepartial deduction method that always terminates and produces precise and reasonablepolyvariance, without resorting to any ad hoc techniques. To the best of our knowledge,this is the very �rst such method.Along the way, we have de�ned generalisation and embedding on characteristic atoms,re�ning the homeomorphic embedding relation � from [16, 17, 50, 65] into ��, and show-ing that the latter is more suitable in a logic programming setting. We have also touchedupon a post-processing intended to sift superuous polyvariance, possibly produced by themain algorithm. Extensive experiments with an implementation of the method showedits practical value; outperforming existing partial deduction system for speedup as wellas code size while guaranteing termination.We believe that the global control proposed in this paper is a very good one, but thequality of the specialisation produced by any fully concrete instance of Algorithm 4.29will obviously also heavily depend on the quality of the speci�c local control used. At thelocal control level, a number of issues are still open: fully automatic satisfactory unfoldingof meta-interpreters and a good treatment of truly non-determinate programs are amongthe most pressing.Recent work brought a closer integration of abstract interpretation and partial de-duction [46], as well as an extension of partial deduction [43, 25] to incorporate morepowerful unfold/fold-like transformations [57], allowing for example to eliminate unnec-essary variables from programs [61]. The latter extension boils down to the lifting of entiregoals (instead of separate atoms) to the global level, as for instance in supercompilation(where non-atomic goals translate into nested function calls). This opens up a wholerange of challenging new control issues. It turned out that the global control techniquespresented in the current paper can be extended and that they signi�cantly contribute inthat context too (see [43, 25, 34]).AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank John Gallagher and Maurice Bruynooghe for interesting remarksand for pointing out several improvements. We also thank the following persons for in-teresting comments and/or stimulating discussions on this work: Eddy Bevers, Bart De-moen, Andr�e de Waal, Robert Gl�uck, Manuel Hermenegildo, Neil Jones, Jesper J�rgensen,Laura Lafave, Dominique Meulemans, Torben Mogensen, Kristian Nielsen, Alberto Pet-torossi, Maurizio Proietti, Dan Sahlin, David Sands, Morten Heine S�rensen, ValentinTurchin, Wim Vanhoof and anonymous referees of LOPSTR'95 and of the 1996 DagstuhlSeminar on Partial Evaluation. Finally, Alain Callebaut provided helpful information onbenchmarking Prolog by BIM programs.References[1] A. V. Aho, R. Sethi, and J. D. Ullman. Compilers | Principles, Techniques andTools. Addison-Wesley, 1986.[2] K. Benkerimi and P. M. Hill. Supporting transformations for the partial evaluationof logic programs. Journal of Logic and Computation, 3(5):469{486, October 1993.49
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A Benchmark ProgramsThe benchmark programs were carefully selected and/or designed in such a way that theycover a wide range of di�erent application areas, including: pattern matching, databases,expert systems, meta-interpreters (non-ground vanilla, mixed, ground), and more involvedparticular ones: a model-elimination theorem prover, the missionaries-cannibals problem,a meta-interpreter for a simple imperative language. The benchmarks marked with a star(�) can be fully unfolded. Full descriptions can be found in [40].Benchmark Descriptionadvisor� A very simple expert system - benchmark by Thomas Horvath.contains.kmp A benchmark based on the \contains" Lam & Kusalik benchmark[36] but with more sophisticated run-time queries.depth.lam� A Lam & Kusalik benchmark [36].ex depth A variation of depth:lam with a more sophisticated object program.grammar.lam A Lam & Kusalik benchmark [36].groundunify.complex Specialise a ground uni�cation algorithmcalculating explicit substitutions (see e.g. [12, 44]).groundunify.simple� Specialise the same uni�cation algorithm for a simpler query.imperative.power A solver for a simple imperative language. Specialise a power sub-programfor a known power and base but unknown environmentliftsolve.app The lifting meta-interpreter (see e.g. [18, 42, 28]) for the groundrepresentation with append as object program.liftsolve.db1� The lifting meta-interpreter with a simple, fully unfoldable object program.liftsolve.db2 The lifting meta-interpreter with a partially speci�ed object program.liftsolve.lmkng Testing part of lifting meta-interpreter (generates an 1 number of chtrees).map.reduce Specialising the higher-order map/3 (using call and =..) for thehigher-order reduce/4 in turn applied to add/3.map.rev Specialising the higher-order map for the reverse program.match.kmp Try to obtain a KMP matcher. A benchmark based on the \match"Lam & Kusalik benchmark [36] but with more sophisticated run-time queries.memo-solve A variation of ex depth with a simple loop prevention mechanismbased on keeping a call stack.missionaries A program for the missionaries and cannibals problem.model elim.app Specialise the Poole-Goebel [58] model elimination prover(also used by De Waal-Gallagher [13]) for the append program.regexp.r1 A naive regular expression matcher. Regular expression: (a+b)*aab.regexp.r2 Same program as regexp.r1 for ((a+b)(c+d)(e+f)(g+h))*.regexp.r3 Same program as regexp.r1 for ((a+b)(a+b)(a+b)(a+b)(a+b)(a+b))*.relative.lam� A Lam & Kusalik benchmark [36].rev acc type A simple benchmark generating an in�nitenumber of di�erent characteristic trees.rev acc type.in�ail A simple benchmark with in�nite determinate failure at pe time.ssuply.lam� A Lam & Kusalik benchmark [36].transpose.lam� A Lam & Kusalik benchmark [36].Table 4: Description of the benchmark programsB Proof of Theorem 4.20The following de�nitions and lemmas are needed to prove Theorem 4.20.56



De�nition B.1 An order >S is called a well-founded order (wfo) on S i� there is noin�nite sequence of elements s1; s2; : : : in S such that si > si+1, for all i � 1.Lemma B.2 Let <V be a well-founded order on V . Then �V , de�ned by v1 �V v2 i�v1 6>V v2, is a wqo on V .Proof Suppose that there is an in�nite sequence v1; v2; : : : of elements of V such thatfor all i < j vi 6�V vj . By de�nition this means that for all i < j vi >V vj . In particularthis means that we have an in�nite sequence with vi >V vi+1, for all i � 1. We thus havea contradiction with De�nition B.1 of a well-founded order and �V must be a wqo on V .2Lemma B.3 Let �V be a wqo on V and let � = v1; v2; : : : be an in�nite sequence ofelements of V .1. There exists an i > 0 such that the set fvj j i < j ^ vi �V vjg is in�nite.2. There exists an in�nite subsequence �� = v�1; v�2; : : : of � such that for all i < j wehave v�i �V v�j .Proof The proof will make use of the axiom of choice at several places. Given a sequence�, we denote by ��V ;v the subsequence of � consisting of all elements v0 which satisfyv �V v0. Similarly, we denote by �6�V ;v the subsequence of � consisting of all elements v0which satisfy v 6�V v0.Let us now prove point 1. Assume that such an i does not exist. We can then constructthe following in�nite sequence �0; �1; : : : of sequences inductively as follows:� �0 = �� if �i = v0i:�i then �i+1 = �i6�V ;v0iAll �i are indeed properly de�ned because at each step only a �nite number of elementsare removed (by going from �i to �i6�V ;v0i ; otherwise we would have found an index isatisfying point 1). Now the in�nite sequence v01; v02; : : : has by construction the propertythat for i < j v0i 6�V v0j . Hence �V cannot be a wqo on V and we have a contradiction.We can now prove point 2. Let us construct �� = v�1 ; v�2; : : : inductively as follows.� �0 = �� v�i+1 = rk and �i+1 = �i�V ;rk where k is the �rst index satisfying the requirementsof point 1 for the sequence �i = r1; r2; : : : (i.e. frj j k < j ^ rk �V rjg is in�nite)and where �i = rk+1; rk+2; : : :.By point 1 we know that each �i�V ;rk is in�nite and �� is thus an in�nite sequence whichby construction satis�es that for all i < j we have v�i �V v�j . 2Lemma B.4 Let �1V and �2V be wqo's on V . Then the quasi order �V de�ned byv1 �V v2 i� v1 �1V v2 and v1 �2V v2, is also a wqo on V .Proof Let � be any in�nite sequence of elements from V . We can apply point 2 ofLemma B.3 to obtain the in�nite subsequence �� = v�1; v�2; : : : of � such that for all i < jwe have v�i �1V v�j . Now, as �2V is also a wqo we know that for some i < j v�i �2V v�j holdsas well. Hence for these particular indices v�i �V v�j and �V satis�es the requirements ofa wqo on V . 257



We can now actually prove Theorem 4.20.Proof of Theorem 4.20. �� can be expressed as a combination of two quasi orders onexpressions: � and �NotStrictInst where A �NotStrictInst B i� B 6� A (i.e. B is not strictlymore general than A or equivalently A is not a strict instance of B). By Lemma 3.30 weknow that � is a well-founded order on expressions. Hence by Lemma B.2 �NotStrictInstis a wqo on expressions. By Proposition 4.17 we also have that � is a wqo on expression(given a �nite underlying alphabet). Hence we can apply Lemma B.4 to deduce that � �is also a wqo on expressions over a �nite alphabet. 2C Proof of Proposition 4.22The following notations will be useful in de�ning a representation d:e satisfying De�ni-tion 4.21: � # � = f j � 2 �g and top(�) = f(l �m) j (l �m) 2 prefix(�)g. Recall thatprefix(�) = f� j 9 such that � 2 �g. Note that, for a non-empty characteristic tree � ,, � = fhig. The following lemma will also prove useful.Lemma C.1 Let �1 and �2 be two characteristic trees and let � 2 prefix(�1) be acharacteristic path. If �1 �� �2 then �1 # � �� �2 # �.Proof If �0 2 �1 # � then by de�nition ��0 2 �1. Therefore ��0 2 prefix(�2) because�1 �� �2. Thus �0 2 prefix(�2 # �) and point 1 of De�nition 4.4 is veri�ed for �1 # � and�2 # �.Secondly, if �0 2 �2 # � then ��0 2 �2 and we have 9�̂ 2 prefix(f��0g) such that �̂ 2 �1.Now, because � 2 prefix(�1) we know that �̂ must have the form �̂ = � (otherwise wearrive at a contradiction with Lemma 3.20) where  2 prefix(f�0g). By de�nition wehave  2 �2 # � and also point 2 of De�nition 4.4 is veri�ed for �1 # � and �2 # �. 2Proof of Proposition 4.22. The strict monotonicity of De�nition 4.21 is the moredi�cult one, but it can be satis�ed by representing leaves of the characteristic tree byvariables. Let us �rst de�ne the representation d�e of a non-empty characteristic tree �inductively as follows (using the functor m=2 as well as the usual functors for representinglists):� d�e = X where X is a fresh variable if top(�) = ;� d�e = [m(m1; d� # (l�m1)e); : : : ; m(mk; d� # (l�mk)e)] if top(�) = f(l�m1); : : : ; (l�mk)g and where m1 < : : : < mk.For example, using the above de�nition, we havedfh1 � 3ige = [m(3; X)]and dfh1 � 3; 2 � 4ige = [m(3; [m(4;X)])]:Note that fh1�3ig �� fh1�3; 2�4ig and indeed dfh1�3ige �� dfh1�3; 2�4ige. Also notethat, because there are only �nitely many clause numbers, these terms can be expressedin a �nite alphabet.1212We can make d:e injective (i.e. one-to-one) by adding the numbers of the selected literals. Butbecause these numbers are not a priori bounded we then have to represent them di�erently than theclause numbers, e.g. in the form of s(: : : (0) : : :), in order to stay within a �nite alphabet.58



Note that if �1 �� �2 we immediately have by De�nition 4.4 that �1 6= ; and �2 6= ;. Itis therefore su�cient to prove strict monotonicity for two non-empty characteristic trees�1 �� �2, which can be done inductively as follows.Base Case: First if top(�1) = ; then d�1e is a fresh variable X . Furthermore, because�2 6= �1, top(�2) 6= ; and d�2e will be a strict instance of X , i.e. d�1e � d�2e. Note that, ifwe just have �1 �� �2 we still have d�1e � d�2e.Induction Step: If however top(�1) 6= ; then, because �1 �� �2, we trivially havethat top(�1) = top(�2). Let top(�1) = f(l �m1); : : : ; (l �mk)g. Both d�1e and d�2e willby de�nition have the same top-level term structure | they might only di�er in theirrespective subterms fd�1 # (l �mi)e j 1 � i � kg and fd�2 # (l �mi)e j 1 � i � kg. We cannow proceed by induction. First by Lemma C.1 we have that �1 # (l�mi) �� �2 # (l�mi).Furthermore there must be at least one index j such that �1 # (l �mj) �� �2 # (l �mj),otherwise �1 �� �2. For this index j we can show by induction hypothesis that d�1 #(l �mj)e � d�2 # (l �mj)e. For the other indexes i 6= j we can show that d�1 # (l �mi)e� d�2 # (l � mi)e by a subsidiary induction, very similar to the current one (showingthat whenever �1 �� �2 then d�1e � d�2e | the base case of this induction has alreadybeen handled above). Finally, because all variables used are fresh and thus distinct, therecan be no aliasing between the respective subterms and we can therefore conclude thatd�1e �� d�2e.Remember that msg(�1; �2) is de�ned unless one of the characteristic trees is emptywhile the other one is not. Therefore, to guarantee that if d�1e � � d�2e holds thenmsg(�1; �2) is de�ned, we simply have to ensure that� d;e � � d�e i� � = ; and� d�e �� d;e i� � = ;.This can be done by de�ning d;e = empty where the predicate empty is not used in therepresentation of characteristic trees di�erent from ;. 2The existence of such a mapping also implies, by Lemma 3.30, that there are no in�nitechains of strictly more general characteristic trees. (This would not have been true for amore re�ned de�nition of \more general" based on just the set of concretisations.)Also note that the inverse of the mapping d:e, introduced in the proof of Proposi-tion 4.22, is not total but still strictly monotonic. We do not need this property in thepaper however. But note that, because the inverse is not total, we cannot simply applythe msg on the term representation of characteristic trees in order to obtain a general-isation. In other words, the de�nition of d:e does not make the notion of an msg forcharacteristic trees, de�ned in Lemma 4.8, superuous.D Some Additional DiscussionsIn this appendix we include some additional discussions, further motivating the use ofglobal trees and characteristic atoms. These discussions can be moved into the paper orentirely dropped, depending on the referees' preference.D.1 On the Importance of Global TreesNote that Algorithm 4.29, as well as the ecce system based on it, structure the charac-teristic atoms in a global tree, and do not just put them in a set as in Algorithm 3.27 of59



Section 3.4. The following example shows that generalisation with non-ancestors may ingeneral severely limit specialisation potential.Example D.1 Let P be the usual append program where a type check on the secondargument has been added:(1) app([]; L; L) (2) app([H jX ]; Y; [H jZ]) ls(Y ); app(X; Y;Z)(3) ls([]) (4) ls([H jT ]) ls(T )Let A = app(X; []; Z) and B = app(X; [Y ]; Z). When unfolding as depicted in Figure 12,we obtain chtree( A; P; U) = fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2; 1 � 3ig = �A and chtree( B; P; U) =fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2; 1 � 4; 1 � 3ig= �B . The only body atom of (A; �A) is app(X 0; []; Z 0) and thesole body atom of (B; �B) is app(X 0; [Y ]; Z 0). In other words, the set f(A; �A); (B; �B)g iscovered and no potential for non-termination exists. However, if we collect characteristicatoms in a set rather than a tree, we do not notice that (B; �B) does not descend from(A; �A). Consequently, a growing of characteristic trees (and syntactic structure) will bedetected, leading to an unnecessary generalisation of (B; �B), and an unacceptable lossof precision. @@R��	 ? @@R��	 ??(1)2 (2)(3) (1)2 (2)(3)(4) app(X; [];Z) app(X 0; [];Z0)  app(X; [Y ]; Z) ls([]); app(X 0; [Y ];Z]) app(X 0; [Y ]; Z0) ls([Y ]); app(X 0; [Y ]; Z0) ls([]); app(X 0; [];Z0)Figure 12: SLD-trees for Example D.1D.2 On the Importance of Characteristic AtomsOne might also wonder whether, in a setting where the characteristic atoms are structuredin a global tree, it would not be su�cient to just test for homeomorphic embedding onthe atom part. The intuition behind this would be that a growth of the structure ofan atom part would for reasonable programs and unfolding rules lead to a growth ofthe associated characteristic tree as well | so, using characteristic trees for decidingwhen to abstract would actually be superuous. For instance, in Example 4.1 we observethat rev(L; []; R)�� rev(T; [H ];R) and, indeed, for the corresponding characteristic treesdfh1 � 1i; h1 � 2; 1 � 3ige � � dfh1 � 1i; h1 � 2; 1 � 4; 1 � 3ige holds. Nonetheless, the intuitionturns out to be incorrect. The following examples illustrate this point.Example D.2 Let P be the following normal program searching for paths without loops:60



(1) path(X; Y; L) :member(X;L); arc(X;Y )(2) path(X; Y; L) :member(X;L); arc(X;Z); path(Z;Y; [XjL])(3) arc(a; b) (4) arc(b; a) (5) member(X; [X jT ]) (6) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )Let A = path(a; Y; []) and B = path(a; Y; [b; a]) and U an unfolding rule based on ��.The SLDNF-tree accordingly built for  A is depicted in Figure 13. B occurs in a leaf(A� �B) and will hence descend from A in the global tree. But the (term representationof) the characteristic tree �A = fh1 � 1; 1 � member; 1 � 3i; h1 � 2; 1 � member; 1 � 3;1�1; 1�member; 1�4i; h1�2; 1�member; 1�3; 1�2; 1�member; 1�4ig is not embedded in(the representation of) �B = ;, and no danger for non-termination exists (more structureresulted in this case in failure and thus less unfolding). A method based on testing only� � on the atom component would abstract B unnecessarily.������ HHHHHj HHHHHj������? ?? ?
? ?? ? Az }| {path(a;Y; [])(1) (2) (2)(1)2

 arc(a;Y )(3) (3)2 :mem(a; []); arc(a;Y )  :mem(a; []); arc(a;Z); path(Z;Y; [a]) arc(a;Z); path(Z;Y; [a]) path(b; Y; [a]) arc(b; Y )(4) (4) path(a;Y; [b; a])| {z }B :mem(b; [a]); arc(b; Z0); path(Z0; Y; [b; a]) arc(b; Z0); path(Z0; Y; [b; a]) :mem(b; [a]); arc(b; Y )Figure 13: SLDNF-tree for Example D.2Example D.3 Let P be the following de�nite program:(1) path([N ]) (2) path([X; Y jT ]) arc(X; Y ); path([Y jT ])(3) arc(a; b) Let A = path(L). Unfolding  A (using an unfolding rule U based on ��) will result inlifting B = path([bjT ]) to the global level. The characteristic trees are:�A = fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2; 1 � 3ig,�B = fh1 � 1ig. Again, A�� B holds, but not d�Ae �� d�Be.61



Finally, in recent experiments, it also turned out that characteristic trees might be avital asset when trying to solve the parsing problem [51], which appears when unfoldingmeta-interpreters with non-trivial object programs. In such a setting a growing of thesyntactic structure also does not imply a growing of the characteristic tree.Example D.4 Take the vanilla meta-interpreter with a simple family database at theobject level:solve(empty) solve(A&B) solve(A); solve(B)solve(A) clause(A;B); solve(B)clause(anc(X; Y ); parent(X; Y )) clause(anc(X;Z); parent(X;Y )&anc(Y; Z)) clause(parent(peter; paul); empty) clause(parent(paul;mary); empty) Let A = solve(anc(X;Z)) and B = solve(parent(X; Y )&anc(Y; Z)). We have A �� Band without characteristic trees these two atoms would be generalised (supposing thatboth these atoms occur at the global level) by their msg solve(G). If however, we takecharacteristic trees into account, we will notice that the object level atom anc(Z;X)within A has more solutions than the object level atom anc(Y; Z) within B (because inthe latter one Y will get instantiated through further unfolding). I.e. the characteristictree of B does not embed the one of A and no unnecessary generalisation will occur.
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